MINUTES NO. 94

Southwest Power Pool
BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE
Teleconference Minutes
June 2, 2004

Agenda Item 1 – Governance Issues
Mr. Nick Brown called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. in the absence of an SPP Board
chairman and thanked everyone present for attending. The following Board/Members
Committee members were in attendance or represented by proxy:
Ms. Phyllis Bernard, director,
Mr. Nick Brown, director,
Mr. Jim Eckelberger, director,
Mr. Quentin Jackson, director,
Mr. Joshua Martin, director,
Mr. Robert Schoenberger, director,
Mr. Harry Skilton, director,
Mr. David Christiano, City Utilities of Springfield, MO,
Mr. Harry Dawson, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority,
Mr. Michael Deihl, Southwestern Power Administration,
Mr. Michael Desselle, American Electric Power,
Ms. Trudy Harper, Tenaska Power Services Company,
Mr. Bary Warren for Mike Palmer, Empire District Electric Co.,
Mr. Steve Parr, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative,
Mr. Gary Roulet, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative,
Mr. Richard Spring, Kansas City Power & Light,
Mr. Jim Stanton, Calpine Energy Services,
Mr. Rick Tyler, Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative,
Mr. Ricky Bittle, for Mr. Gary Voigt, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corp.,
Mr. Walt Yeager, Cinergy Services
SPP Staff included Carl Monroe, Tom Dunn, Les Dillahunty and Stacy Duckett. Guests
participating included Tom DeBaun (KCC), David King (New Mexico PUC), Shah Hossain and
Burton Crawford (Westar), Paul Mahlberg (City of Independence), Robin Kittel (Xcel), Mel
Perkins (OG+E), and Mike Proctor (MoPSC). The teleconference continued with a full agenda
(Agenda – Attachment 1).
Ms. Stacy Duckett reviewed the staff recommendation related to terms for SPP’s new
governance structure, consisting of a seven-member Board of Directors and a 16-member
Members Committee, which became effective May 1. Representatives of both groups are to
serve staggered 3-year terms. Representatives were assigned classes using a random system
(SPP Board/Members Committee Terms – Attachment 2). SPP Officers recommend that the
Board of Directors confirm the terms as presented, with the current terms expiring 2005, 2006,
and 2007 so as to avoid half-year terms ending at the end of 2004, and also to retain the change
in terms with the fiscal year. Mr. Jackson moved to approve this recommendation. Mr. Martin
seconded this motion, which passed. Following this action, the Board of Directors elected its
Chair and Vice Chair. Mr. Joshua Martin moved that Mr. Jim Eckelberger be elected Chair and
Mr. Harry Skilton be elected Vice Chair. The motion passed.
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Agenda Item 2 – Administrative Items
Mr. Eckelberger assumed responsibilities as Chair of the Board. Approval of minutes from the
April 27, 2004, Board of Directors meeting was postponed until the July 27 meeting pending
some proposed changes/clarifications.
Agenda Item 3 – Market and Operations Policy Committee Report – Criteria 4
Mr. Mel Perkins presented Criteria 4 and Appendix 9 changes and the purpose of these changes
(MOPC Report & Recommendation – Attachment 3). Revising Criteria 4 is important because
several service requests for this summer are pending the outcome. Ms. Robin Kittel provided
additional information as vice-chair of the MOPC. Following discussion, Mr. Skilton requested
input regarding dissenting votes at the MOPC meeting, which information was provided. Mr.
Skilton moved to approve the recommended changes to Criteria 4, including Appendix 9 with
revisions removing the review and approval by TWG and ORWG, which revision retains Board
authority over future changes (Revised Criteria 4 – Attachment 4). Mr. Schoenberger seconded
this motion, which passed. A Members Committee straw vote was taken resulting in unanimous
support.
Agenda Item 4 – Finance Committee Report
Mr. Skilton introduced the Regional State Committee (RSC) budget. The Finance Committee
approved the estimated budget included in the report (Finance Committee Report – Attachment
5). The RSC revised this budget at their meeting earlier today, which was distributed prior to
the Board teleconference (RSC Revised Budget – Attachment 6). The RSC requests approval of
the revised budget for a 2-year period, July 2004 through July 2006. Mr. Skilton moved to
approve the RSC budget as revised. Ms. Bernard seconded the motion. In discussion, it was
pointed out that the budget does not include funding for the Cost-Benefit Study since details are
still pending. David King stated that the budget presented is an absolute cap on spending from
the RSC. The motion passed. The Members were supportive with one abstention.
Mr. Skilton reviewed the SPP Audit and process of review with the auditors (SPP Audit –
Attachment 7). Mr. Skilton moved to approve the audit as presented. Mr. Martin seconded the
motion, which was approved. The Members had no comment.
Mr. Skilton presented the term sheet and reviewed key details of the terms for the long-term
financing (Terms Agreement – Attachment 8). Mr. Tom Dunn updated all on the SPP credit
rating. He stated that SPP is reviewing the current note agreement and asking the lender to
make revisions so that the existing and new terms will mirror each other in material aspects. In
addition, staff was directed to pursue an amendment to the membership withdrawal provisions of
the agreements to clarify that a member disavowal of its obligation must be court sanctioned in
order to be valid and thus a potential default. Mr. Skilton moved to approve the SPP Board of
Directors resolution to borrow $25,000,000 per the terms outlined in the recommendation and in
the Note Purchase Agreement. Mr. Jackson seconded the motion, which passed. The
Members agreed with one abstention.
Mr. Skilton introduced the Sarbanes Oxley (SOA) 404 certification requirements (SOA
Recommendation – Attachment 9). Although SPP is not subject to the Act, many of its members
are. Mr. Skilton moved to approve and Mr. Schoenberger seconded the following
recommendation:
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SPP staff recommend the company move forward with engaging an independent firm or
an internal audit team staffed from member firms to conduct a Billing and Settlements
Audit to assist our SEC registered members in satisfying their SOA 404 certifications
requirements. The costs associated with the Billing and Settlements Audit will be shared
by those members utilizing the audit. Additionally, staff recommends development of a
longer-term plan to include SAS70 preparation work during 2004. Finally, a SAS70 level
II Audit will be planned for 2005 assuming consensus of SPP/s SEC registered members
that this audit is required. The costs associated with this audit will be shared by those
members utilizing the audit report. SPP staff is currently investigating the costs to
implement this recommendation.
Mr. Dunn explained members’ needs in regards to the SOA 404 requirements and
documentation of controls. No monies are budgeted in 2004 and SPP cannot realistically
accomplish SAS70 level II audit in 2004. He suggested Members that have an obligation should
be asked to provide feedback as to what is necessary now and SPP should prepare for a SAS70
level II audit in 2005. The motion passed as presented. Additional discussion is to be had at the
July Board of Directors meeting. It was decided that Mr. Spring would organize a call among
auditors from the members affected to further discuss and define needs. Mr. Brown and Mr.
Dunn will assist.
Agenda Item 5 – State Filing Authorization
Mr. Brown presented a recommendation regarding state filings and their necessity (State
Regulatory Filings – Attachment 10). SPP Bylaws require the Board of Directors’ approval to
make regulatory filings. Mr. Brown moved to approve the following recommendation:
Pursuant to Section 4.1.n of SPP’s Bylaws, Staff recommends that the Board of Directors
authorize the filing of applications for limited Certificates of Public Convenience and
Necessity in the states of Arkansas and Kansas.
Mr. Martin seconded the motion, which passed. The Members were in agreement.
Other Business
Mr. Eckelberger asked Ms. Duckett to review the Bylaws and consider other/additional options to
the secret ballot voting currently required.
Future Meetings
The next Board of Directors meeting is Tuesday, July 27, 2004 in Kansas City, Missouri, at the
Embassy Suites KCI from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Adjournment
With no further business, Mr. Eckelberger thanked everyone for participating and adjourned the
teleconference at 3:05 p.m.
Stacy Duckett, Corporate Secretary
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
June 2, 2004
Teleconference Meeting
• AGENDA •
1:00 p.m. central

1. Governance Issues ......................................................................... Ms. Stacy Duckett
2. Administrative Items.................................................................................... Chairman
3. Market and Operations Policy Committee Report - Criteria 4.............. Mr. Mel Perkins
4. Finance Committee Report .............................................................. Mr. Harry Skilton
a. Modifications to FY2004 Budget/Regional State Committee
b. Approval of FY2003 Audit
c. Long-term Financing
d. Sarbanes-Oxley/SAS 70 Audit
5. State Filing Authorization ........................................................................... Nick Brown

Southwest Power Pool
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Report to the Board of Directors and Members Committee
June 2, 2004
Board of Directors and Members Committee Terms

Background
SPP’s new governance structure, consisting of a seven-member Board of Directors and
a 16-member Members Committee, became effective May 1. Pursuant to transition
provisions, the directors became those persons filling non-stakeholder director positions
under the previous bylaws. Representatives of the Members Committee were elected
by the Membership at the Special Meeting of Members on April 27. Representatives on
both groups are to serve staggered 3-year terms.
Analysis
Terms were established by staff using a random system of assigning representatives to
classes. The attached rosters indicate the results of that process (Attachment 1). Given
that the exact transition date was unknown when the RTO bylaws were developed, no
plan was included for a mid-year change in the governance structure and the impact
this would have on terms. SPP operates its fiscal year on the calendar year and terms
for directors/governance have always followed this same schedule. Consistent with
previous guidance from the Strategic Planning Committee and the Corporate
Governance Committee for continuity and efficiency in the transition process, Staff
believes that these initial terms (commencing May 1, 2004) should expire at the end of
2005, 2006, and 2007 so as to avoid vacancies at the end of 2004.

Recommendation: SPP Officers recommend that the Board of Directors confirm the
terms as presented, with the current terms expiring 2005, 2006, and 2007.
Action Requested: Approve the recommendation.

April 2004

SPP BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Phyllis Bernard
Nick Brown

1-Year Term
Josh Martin
Bob Schoenberger

TERM
3
N/A

Jim Eckelberger

2

Quentin Jackson

3

Josh Martin

1

Bob Schoenberger

1

Harry Skilton

2

2-Year Term
Jim Eckelberger
Harry Skilton

3-Year Term
Phyllis Bernard
Quentin Jackson

April 2004

SPP MEMBERS COMMITTEE

SECTOR
Investor Owned Utilities

Cooperatives

Municipals

IPPs/Marketers

State/Federal Agencies

COMPANY

TERM
3

Doug Henry

Westar

Mike Palmer

EDE

1

Richard Spring

KCPL

2

Michael Desselle

AEP

3

Steve Parr

KEPCo

1

Gary Roulet

WFEC

2

Gary Voigt

AECC

3

Rick Tyler

NTEC

2

Dave Christiano

City Utilities of Springfield

3

Harry Dawson

OMPA

1

Trudy Harper

Tenaska

2

Jim Stanton

Calpine

3

Walt Yeager

Cinergy

1

Mike Deihl

SPA

2

Retail/Alternative/Public
Interest

1
2

1-Year Term
Mike Palmer
Steve Parr
Harry Dawson
Walt Yeager
1 vacant

2-Year Term
Richard Spring
Gary Roulet
Rick Tyler
Trudy Harper
Mike Deihl
1 vacant

3-Year Term
Doug Henry
Michael Desselle
Gary Voigt
Dave Christiano
Jim Stanton

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
MARKET AND OPERATIONS POLICY COMMITTEE
Report to the Board of Directors
June 2, 2004

Background
The TWG and ORWG have worked together with Staff to propose necessary changes
to Criteria 4 regarding thresholds for use in analyses regarding short-term and long-term
service requests. The existing criteria language does not provide the desired flexibility
for SPP to respond to system changes that may require a change in thresholds to
address operational issues. In addition, exceptions to the short-term 5% threshold for
Transfer Distribution Factors (TDF), including both Power TDFs (PTDF) and Outage
TDFs (OTDF) are an increasing concern. Zero thresholds for long-term service studies
have basically eliminated any long-term service being sold by SPP, although customers
can request and obtain the service across neighboring systems. The existing Criteria
results in a lack of coordinated planning and operations as SPP facilities are both
positively and negatively impacted due to transactions approved by others without the
benefits of associated revenue for providing the service. It is clear that thresholds
consistent with neighboring entities will be required to facilitate effective seams
agreements. Furthermore, SPP does not want to create a seam between the short-term
and long-term planning horizons due to the use of different thresholds for different
horizons. The TWG and ORWG would like to see these changes implemented prior to
the forthcoming summer load season.
Analysis
In addition to minor changes to address typographical errors, the TWG and ORWG
support the following changes to Criteria 4. After much discussion, it was recommended
that the specific thresholds be removed from Criteria 4 and incorporated into a new
Appendix 9; that TDFs for both short-term and long-term be changed to 3%; and that
Transmission Reliability Margin (TRM) for long-term be set at zero since generator
outages are explicitly evaluated in long-term analyses.
Noteworthy specific language changes include:
•

The last sentence of Section 4.0 was changed to empower the TWG and ORWG
to change the values in Appendix 9 once this language is approved.

•

The introductory paragraph in Section 4.2.3 is revised to clarify the process and
reference Appendix 9. The specific language in paragraphs 3, 4, and 5
addressing PTDF, OTDF and Power Transfer Voltage Response Factor (PTVF) ,
respectively, is revised to note that these values are established and reviewed by
the TWG and ORWG.

•

Changes were also made to Section 4.5.5.1 to clarify that all elements over
60kV, not just flowgates, are facilities monitored in yearly studies.

•

Finally, reference to Appendix 9 was made to Section 4.5.11.

Recommendation
The TWG and ORWG approved the noted changes to Criteria 4 and requested that they
be forwarded to the OPC and Board of Directors. The ORWG unanimously approved
these changes, while the TWG members voted 7 for, 4 against and 1 abstention
regarding the adoption of 3% thresholds for TDFs. The MOPC approved the revisions
with only one no vote.

Approved:

Transmission Working Group (April 19, 2004)
Operating Reliability Working Group (April 23, 2004)
Market and Operations Policy Committee (May 3, 2004)

Action Requested:
Appendix 9.

Approve recommended changes to Criteria 4, including

4.0 REGIONAL CALCULATION OF AVAILABLE TRANSFER CAPABILITY
SPP takes a regional approach in the determination of Available Transfer Capability (ATC). The
regional approach calls for SPP to evaluate the inter-area transfer capability of its Transmission
Owners. This approach provides a high level of coordination between ATC reported by SPP
and Transmission Owners on SPP Open Access Same-time Information Network (OASIS)
nodes. Likewise, when Transmission Owners calculate ATC, they are responsible to coordinate
the ATC between their areas. If there is a dispute concerning the ATC, the SPP Transmission
Working Group (TWG) will act as the technical body to determine the ATC to be reported.

This Criteria provides Transmission Owners and the SPP Transmission Provider flexibility to
revise the ATC as needed for changes in operating conditions, while providing for unique
modeling parameters of the areas. The SPP Transmission Provider calculations do not
preclude any studies made by Transmission Owners in accordance with their individual tariffs,
which may contain specific methodologies for evaluating transmission service requests.

Transfer capabilities are calculated for two different commercial business applications; a) for
use as default values for Transmission Owners to post on their OASIS node for business under
their transmission tariffs and b) for use by SPP in administering the SPP Open Access
Transmission Tariff (SPP OATT).

The SPP utilizes a “constrained element” approach in determining ATC. This approach is
referred to as a Flowgate ATC methodology. Constrained facilities, termed “Flowgates”, used in
this approach are identified primarily from a non-simultaneous transfer study using standard
incremental transfer capability techniques that recognize thermal, voltage and contractual
limitations. Stability limitations are studied as needed. Flowgates serve as proxies for the
transmission network and are used to study system response to transfers and contingencies.
Using Flowgates with pre-determined ratings, this process is able to evaluate the ATC of
specific paths on a constrained element basis (Flowgate basis) while considering the
simultaneous impact of existing transactions.

The calculation of ATC is a very complex and dynamic procedure. SPP realizes that there are
many technical and policy issues concerning the calculation of ATC that will evolve with industry
changes. Therefore, the SPP Operatiing Reliability Working Group and the SPP Transmission
Working Group will have the joint authority to modify the implementation of this Section of the

Criteria based on experience and improvements in technology and data coordination. Any
changes made by these groups will be subject to formal approval as outlined in the SPP Bylaws at the first practical opportunity, with the exception of response factor thresholds included
in Appendix 9 which shall be reviewed and approved by the TWG and ORWG.

4.1 DEFINITIONS
4.1.1 Base Loading, Firm and Non-Firm (FBL & NFBL)
The determined loading on a Flowgate resulting from the net effect of modeled existing
transmission service commitments for the purpose of serving firm network load and impacts
from existing OATT OASIS commitments.
4.1.2 Capacity Benefit Margin
The amount of Flowgate capacity reserved by load serving entities to ensure access to
generation from interconnected systems to meet generation reliability requirements.

4.1.3 Contractual Limit
Contractual arrangements between Transmission Providers that define transfer capability
between the two.
4.1.4 Critical Contingency
Any generation or transmission facility that, when outaged, is deemed to have an adverse
impact on the reliability of the transmission network.

4.1.5 Designated Network Resources (DNR)
Any designated generation resource that can be called upon at anytime for the purpose of
serving network load on a non-interruptible basis. The designated generation resource must be
owned, purchased or leased by the owner of the network load.
4.1.6 Emergency Voltage Limits
The operating voltage range on the interconnected system that is acceptable for the time
sufficient for system adjustments to be made following a Critical Contingency.

4.1.7 Firm Available Transfer Capability (FATC)
The determined transfer capability available for firm Transmission Service as defined by the

FERC pro forma Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT) or any direction of interest on a
transmission network between generation groups and/or system load for which commercial
service may be desired.
4.1.8 First Contingency Incremental Transfer Capability (FCITC)
NERC Transmission Transfer Capability, reference document (May 1995) defines FCITC as:
"The amount of power, incremental and above normal base transfers, that can be
transferred over the interconnected transmission systems in a reliable manner based
on all of the following conditions:

1. For the existing or planned system configuration, and with normal (precontingency) operating procedures in effect, all facility loadings are within normal
ratings and all voltages are within normal limits,
2. The electric systems are capable of absorbing the dynamic power swings, and
remaining stable, following a disturbance that results in the loss of any single
electric system element, such as a transmission circuit, transformer or generating
unit, and,
3. After the dynamic power swings subside following a disturbance that results in
the loss of any single electric system element as described in 2 above, and after
the operation of any automatic operating systems, but before any postcontingency operator-initiated system adjustments are implemented, all
transmission facilities loadings are within emergency ratings and all voltages are
within emergency limits."

4.1.9 Flowgate
A selected transmission element or group of elements acting as proxy for the transmission
network representing potential thermal, voltage, stability and contractual system constraints to
power transfer. The process of determining the reliability issues for which a Flowgate is
representative of and by which a Flowgate is established is outlined in the Flowgate
Determination section.
4.1.10 Line Outage Distribution Factor (LODF)
The percent of the power flowing across the contingency facility that transfers over the
monitored facility when the contingency facility is switched out of service.

4.1.11 Local Area Problem
A Transmission Owner may declare a facility under its control a Local Area Problem if it is
overloaded in either the base case or contingency case prior to the transfer. If a member
declares a facility a Local Area Problem, the member may neither deny transmission service nor
request NERC Transmission Loading Relief for that defined condition.

4.1.12 Monitored Facilities
Any transmission facility that is checked for predefined transmission limitations.
4.1.13 Non-firm Available Transfer Capability (NFATC)
The determined transfer capability available for sale for non-firm Transmission Service as
defined by the FERC pro forma Open Access Transmission Tariff for any direction of interest on
a transmission network between generation groups and/or system load for which commercial
service may be desired.

4.1.14 Normal Voltage Limits
The operating voltage range on the interconnected system that is acceptable on a sustained
basis.
4.1.15 Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT)
FERC approved Pro-Forma Open Access Transmission Tariff.
4.1.16 Operating Horizon
Time frame for which Hourly transmission service is offered. The rolling time frame is twelve to
36 hours with a 12 noon threshold. It includes the current day, and after 12 noon, the remainder
of the current day and all hours of the following day.
4.1.17 Operating Procedure
Any policy, practice or system adjustment that may be automatically implemented, or manually
implemented by the system operator within a specified time frame, to maintain the operational
integrity of the interconnected electric systems. If an Operating Procedure is submitted to the
SPP in writing and states that it is an unconditional action to implement the procedure without
regard to economic impacts or existing transfers, then the Operating Procedure will be used to
allow transfers to a higher level.

4.1.18 Outage Transfer Distribution Factor (OTDF)
The percentage of a power transfer that flows through the monitored facility for a particular
transfer when the contingency facility is switched out of service.

4.1.19 Participation Factor
The percentage of the total power adjustment that a participation point will contribute when
simulating a transfer.
4.1.20 Participation Points
Specified generators that will have their power output adjusted to simulate a transfer.
4.1.21 Planning Horizon
Time frame beyond which Hourly transmission service is not offered.

4.1.22 Power Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF)
The percentage of power transfer flowing through a facility or a set of facilities for a particular
transfer when there are no contingencies.
4.1.23 Power Transfer Voltage Response Factor (PTVF)
The per unit amount that a facility’s voltage changes due to a particular transfer level.
4.1.24 SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (SPP OATT)
The Southwest Power Pool Regional FERC approved Open Access Transmission Tariff
4.1.25 Transfer Distribution Factor (TDF)
A general term, which may refer to either PTDF or OTDF – The TDF represents the relationship
between the participation adjustment of two areas and the Flowgates within the system.
4.1.26 Transfer Test Level
The amount of power that will be transferred to determine facility TDFs for use in DC linear
analysis.
4.1.27 Transmission Owner (TO)
An entity that owns transmission facilities which are operated under a FERC approved OATT.

4.1.28 Transmission Provider (TP)
An entity responsible for administering a transmission tariff. In the case of the SPP OATT, SPP
is the Transmission Provider. An SPP member may be its own Transmission Provider if the
member continues to sell transmission service under the terms of its own tariff.

4.1.29 Transmission User (TU)
Any entities that are parties to transactions under appropriate tariffs.
4.1.30 Transmission Reliability Margin (TRM)
The amount of Flowgate capacity necessary to ensure that the interconnected transmission
network is secure under a reasonable range of uncertainties in system conditions.
4.1.31 TRM multipliers (a & b)
“a”-multiplier; a factor between 0 and 1 indicating the amount of TRM not available for non-firm
use during the Planning Horizon
“b”-multiplier; a factor between 0 and 1 indicating the amount of TRM not available for non-firm
use during the Operating Horizon
4.2 CONCEPTS
4.2.1 Transfer Capability
Transfer capability is the measure of the ability of the interconnected electric systems to reliably
move or transfer power from one area to another over all transmission circuits (or paths)
between those areas under specified system conditions. The units of transfer capability are in
terms of electric power, generally expressed in megawatts (MW). Transfer capability is also
directional in nature. That is, the transfer capability from area A to area B is not generally equal
to the transfer capability from area B to area A.

Some major points concerning transfer capability analysis are briefly outlined below:
1. System Conditions - Base system conditions are identified and modeled for the
period being analyzed, including projected customer demand, generation dispatch,
system configuration and base reserved and scheduled transfers.

2. Critical Contingencies - During transfer capability studies, both generation and
transmission system contingencies are evaluated to determine which facility outages
are most restrictive to the transfer being analyzed.
3. System Limits - The transfer capability of the transmission network can be limited
by thermal, voltage, stability or contractual considerations.

Thermal and voltage transfer limits can be determined by calculating the First Contingency
Incremental Transfer Capability. Stability studies may be performed by the Transmission
Owners at their discretion. Any known stability limits, which are determined on a simultaneous
basis, and all contractual limits will be supplied by each Transmission Owner in writing to the
Transmission Provider and the TWG.
4.2.2 Available Transfer Capability
NERC Available Transfer Capability Definitions and Determinations, reference document (June
1996) states: “Available Transfer Capability (ATC) is a measure of the transfer capability
remaining in the physical transmission network for further commercial activity over and above
already committed uses.”
SPP determines ATC as a function of the most limiting Flowgate of the path of interest. How
limiting a Flowgate is to a path is based on two aspects: (1) The determined firm or non-firm
Available Flowgate Capacity (FAFC or NFAFC) for that Flowgate, and (2) the TDF for which that
Flowgate responds to power movement on the path under evaluation.

The common relationship between the identified limiting Flowgate and the path is the Transfer
Distribution Factor (TDF). This is mathematically expressed as follows:
Firm ATC = the firm Available Flowgate Capacity divided by the Transmission
Distribution Factor
(FATC = FAFC/TDF)
of the associated path.

Likewise,

Non-Firm ATC = the non firm Available Flowgate Capacity divided by the Transmission

Distribution Factor
(NFATC = NFAFC/TDF)
of the associated path.

Path ATC is determined by identifying the most limiting Flowgates to the path in question. Each
Flowgate represents a potential limiting element to any path within a system. Therefore, each
Flowgate with known Transfer Distribution Factor (TDF) can be translated into path ATC.
However, the Flowgate that produces the most limiting path ATC is the key Flowgate for that
path.

The calculation of path ATC using this method is based on the ratio of the TDF into the
remaining capacity of a Flowgate, (non firm Available Flowgate Capacity or firm Available
Flowgate Capacity). Once a group of potential limiting elements has been selected, then all
values pertaining to ATC can be translated based on the TDF.

4.2.3 Response Factors
Response Factors are numerical relationships between key adjustments in the transmission
system and specific transmission components being monitored. They provide a linear means of
extrapolation to an anticipated end for which decisions can be made. While there are obviously
uncountable numbers of responses occurring in a system while transferring power, there are
only a few that aid in the process of determination of ATC.The thresholds for several of the
following response factors are listed in Appendix 9 and shall be subject to the review and
approval of the TWG and ORWG.

(1)

Transfer Distribution Factor - The Transfer Distribution Factor (TDF) is a
general term referring to either PTDF or OTDF. The relationship between
adjustments in participation points associated with a specific path and the
identified Flowgate in the system is the TDF. Depending on the Flowgate type,
the TDF may specifically represent the response in the system to certain types of
pre-identified system limitations as mentioned in the System Limitations section
of the criteria.

(2)

Line Outage Distribution Factor - The Line Outage Distribution Factor (LODF)

is the percent of the power flowing across the contingency facility that transfers
over the monitored facility when the contingency facility is switched out of
service.
(3)

Power Transfer Distribution Factor - The Power Transfer Distribution Factor
(PTDF) is the percentage of a power transfer that flows through a facility or a set
of facilities for a particular transfer when there are no contingencies. PTDF type
Flowgates are used for representing Thermal, Voltage, Stability and Contractual
Limitations. To be considered a valid limit to transfers, aA PTDF Flowgate must
have a PTDF at or above the applicable short-term or long-term threshold as
established by the TWG and ORWGpercentage outlined in NERC Operating
Policies Transmission Loading Relief curtailment thresholds to be considered a
valid limit to transfer, except in long-term evaluations where no TDF threshold is
used..

(4) Outage Transfer Distribution Factor - The Outage Transfer Distribution Factor
(OTDF) is the percentage of a power transfer that flows through the monitored
facility for a particular transfer when the contingency facility is switched out of
service. OTDF type Flowgates typically represent contingency based thermal
limitations within the system. They can also be used to represent Stability
limitations. To be considered a valid limit to transfers, a Monitored Facility must
have an OTDF at or above the applicable short-term or long-term threshold as
established by the TWG and ORWGpercentage outlined in NERC Operating
Policies Transmission Loading Relief curtailment thresholds to be considered a
valid limit to transfer, except in long-term evaluations where no TDF threshold is
used.
(5)

Power Transfer Voltage Factor - The Power Transfer Voltage Factor (PTVF) is
the per unit amount that a facility’s voltage changes due to a particular transfer
level. To be considered a valid limit to transfers, aA Monitored fFacility must
have a PTVF at or above the applicable short-term or long-term threshold as
established by the TWG and ORWG0.02 p.u. to be considered a valid limit to
transfer.

4.2.4 Transfer Capability Limitations
The electrical ability of the interconnected transmission network to reliably transfer electric
power may be limited by any one or more of the following:
1. Thermal Limits - Thermal limits establish the maximum amount of electrical
current that a transmission circuit or electrical facility can conduct over a
specified time period before it sustains permanent damage by overheating or
before it violates public safety requirements. Normal and emergency
transmission circuit ratings are defined in the SPP Rating of Equipment.
2. Voltage Limits - System voltages must be maintained within the range of
acceptable minimum and maximum voltage limits. For example, minimum
voltage limits can establish the maximum amount of electric power that can be
transferred without causing damage to the electric system or customer facilities.
A widespread collapse of system voltage can result in a blackout of portions of or
the entire interconnected network. Acceptable minimum and maximum voltages
are network and system dependent. The Normal Voltage Limit range is the
operating voltage range on the interconnected systems, above or below nominal
voltage and generally expressed in kilovolts, that is acceptable on a sustained
basis. The Emergency Voltage Limit range is the operating voltage range on the
interconnected systems, above or below nominal voltage and generally
expressed in kilovolts, that is acceptable for the time sufficient for system
adjustments to be made following a facility outage or system disturbance.
Voltage limits will be as specified in the Planning Criteria section of the SPP
Criteria: Regional Transmission Planning.
3. Stability Limits - The transmission network must be capable of surviving
disturbances through the transient and dynamic time periods following a
disturbance. Specific Stability Limits Criteria is found in the SPP Criteria:
Regional Transmission Coordinated Planning.
4. Contractual Requirements- Some Transmission Owners have contractual
arrangements that contain mutual agreements regarding the power transfer
available between them. These contractual arrangements have been approved

by the appropriate regulatory agencies. The NERC Operating Policies inherently
recognize contract requirements that may limit the power transfer between
Transmission Owners. Some contract requirements are discussed in NERC
Operating Policy 3 – Interchange.

The limiting conditions on some portions of the transmission network can shift among thermal,
voltage, stability and contractual limits as the network operating conditions change over time
4.2.5 Invalid Limits
The procedures outlined in criteria may lead to identification of certain limiting facilities that are
invalid. Reasons may include, but are not limited to:
-

An invalid contingency generated as a generic single outage, which is not valid
without the outage of other facilities.

-

Incorrect ratings. Ratings will be corrected and the limiting transfer level
recalculated.

-

The rating used may be directional in nature (directional relaying) and may not be
valid for the direction of flow.

-

The limiting facility is the result of over-generation/under-generation at a participation
point.

-

The contingency is considered improper implementation of an operating procedure.

-

The facility represents an equivalent circuit.

-

The limiting facility is declared a Local Area Problem.

Any limiting facility determined to be invalid due to modeling error that could be corrected must
be corrected by the next series of seasonal calculations.
4.2.6 Flowgates
Flowgates are selected power transmission element groups that act as proxies for the power
transmission system capable of representing potential thermal, voltage, stability and contractual
system limits to power transfer. There are two types of Flowgates;
• OTDF Flowgate; Composed of usually two power transmission elements in which the
loss of one (contingency facility) can cause the other power transmission element
(monitored facility) to reach its emergency rating.
• PTDF Flowgate; Composed of one or more power transmission elements in which the
total pre-contingency flow over the flowgate cannot exceed a predetermined limit.

Either with the power transmission system intact or with a contingency elsewhere,
the Flowgate can be selected to represent a thermal, voltage, stability or
contractual limit.

Once a set of limiting elements have been identified, as potential transfer constraints, they can
be grouped with their related components and identified as unique Flowgates. The rating of the
Flowgate is called the Total Flowgate Capacity (TFC) of the Flowgate and is monitored and
used for evaluation of all viable transfers for commerce.

To the extent that the impedance network models are similar with similar participation patterns,
the same Flowgates can be monitored in other network models for purposes of evaluating the
impact of additional transactions on the network. Of course, each network model will be subtly
different therefore it is important that engineering judgment is exercised regarding the validity of
applying existing Flowgates to a new network model.

4.2.7 Total Flowgate Capacity (TFC)
The Flowgate and its Total Flowgate Capacity are pre-defined. A Flowgate is intended to limit
the amount of power allowed to flow over a defined element set. This TFC may reflect several
possible types of system limitations as described in the Limitations Section.

For OTDF Flowgates representing thermal overloads, the TFC represents the total
amount of power that can flow during the contingency without violating the emergency
rating of the monitored facility.

For PTDF Flowgates, the TFC represents the total amount of power that can flow over a defined
element set under pre-contingency conditions.
Again, limit types could be:
1) Thermal limits under normal operating conditions or linked contingency events,
2) Voltage limits under normal operating conditions or linked contingency events,
3) Stability limits under normal operating conditions or linked contingency events, or
4) Contractual limits.

Flowgates are selected based on the impacts of power transfer in an electrical network and will
be evaluated on a regular basis and revised as needed to ensure thorough representation of the
system they are representing.

Each Flowgate represents a possible limitation within a network and in itself has a Flowgate
rating (TFC) and an Available Flowgate Capacity (AFC) which can be translated via the path
response factor (TDF) to a path Available Transfer Capability (path ATC) for any path.
4.2.8 Flowgate Capacity
4.2.8.1 Total Flowgate Capacity (TFC)
A Flowgate acts as proxy to path transfer limitations. This allows additional transfer capability
on a path based on the additional loading that can be incurred. The determination of additional
loading that can be incurred on a Flowgate begins first with the determination of the maximum
loading that can be allowed on a PTDF Flowgate or on the monitored facility of an OTDF
Flowgate during its associated contingency. This maximum loading is termed Total Flowgate
Capacity (TFC).
4.2.8.2 Available Flowgate Capacity (AFC)
The available capacity on a Flowgate for additional loading for new power transfers is
determined by taking the Total Flowgate Capacity (TFC) and removing the Flowgate Base
Loading (FBL) and the Impacts due to existing system commitments and any transmission
margins.

AFC = TFC – FBL – Impacts of existing commitments – transmission margins
4.2.8.3 Firm and Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity (FAFC and
NFAFC)
Path ATC is classified as firm or non-firm. This distinction is made when determining the
Available Flowgate Capacity (AFC) remaining for path ATC. AFC is classified as firm or nonfirm depending on the types of existing commitments considered for Impacts. This is realized in
the formula for Available Flowgate Capacity:

(AFC = TFC – FBL – Impacts of existing commitments – transmission margins).

4.2.9 System Impacts
4.2.9.1 Impacts of Existing Commitments
In order to simultaneously account for impacts of all commitments to all paths at any given
instant in time, it is necessary to devise a system that allows for fluctuation in the number of and
the magnitude of system commitments on each path within an acceptable amount of time, for
the purpose of providing transmission service in a competitive manner.

Existing transmission commitments beyond those modeled as native load and related
generation commitments can be found on the OASIS. However, before impacts of OASIS
posted reservations can be calculated, they must first be interpreted – carefully examined for
peculiar individual characteristics. Due to the nature of the OASIS and the rules therein, posted
reservations sometimes require interpretation as to their actual value to apply toward the
transmission network.

The following are examples of evaluations that are performed:
•

Recognize and adjust for duplicate reservations by multiple providers to complete one
transaction.

•

Adjust for reservations that may have changed status or have been replaced by another
reservation, including renewals and redirects.

•

Check for proper reflection of capacity profiles of reservations.

•

Distinguish status and class of reservations such as Study, Accepted, Confirmed, Firm, and
Non-Firm status to determine their proper impact level.
4.2.9.2 Positive Impacts

The scope of “Impacts of existing commitments” in the formula for AFC incorporates both the
calculated positive impacts and counter impacts of non-firm and firm service commitments. A
positive impact is determined as having the effect of increasing the loading on a Flowgate in the
direction of the Flowgate. Positive impact types are sorted into those resulting from firm and
non-firm service commitments. To determine firm or non-firm Available Flowgate Capacity, the
appropriate impacts are applied to make up the “Impacts of existing commitments” in the above
formula. Additionally, counter impacts are considered depending on firm or non-firm
determinations.

4.2.9.3 Counter Impacts
Counter impacts are those impacts due to transfers that act to relieve loading on limiting
elements. Counter impact types are sorted into those resulting from firm and non-firm service
commitments. These flows are not traditionally accepted as valid under the pretense that any
reservation that may cause such a loading relief is not actually doing so until it has been
scheduled. To consider counter-flows in transfer capability studies is to assume a high
probability of scheduling.
4.2.10 Monitored Facilities
During the Flowgate determination process those facilities monitored for pre-defined limiting
conditions. Mandatory Monitored Facilities, for use in these calculations, are all facilities
operated at 100 kV and above and all interconnections between Transmission Providers. Other
facilities operated at lower voltage levels may be added to the Monitored Facilities list at the
discretion of the Transmission Providers or Transmission Owners.

In defining Flowgates, the Monitored Facilities are those components of a Flowgate that remain
in service following the defined contingency.
4.2.11 Critical Contingencies
Those facilities that, when outaged, are deemed to have an adverse impact on the reliability of
the transmission network. These facilities may be transmission facilities, including multiterminal lines, or generating units. All interconnections of an area will be considered Critical
Contingencies, regardless of voltage level as will the largest generating unit in the area.

4.3 RELIABILITY MARGINS
Transmission margins are very important to the reliability of the interconnected network in an
Open Access environment. The NERC "Available Transfer Capability Definitions and
Determination Reference Document" defines Transmission Reliability and Capacity Benefit
margins (TRM, CBM).

When using Flowgates as a means to represent a system’s constraints, it is necessary to
translate reliability margins, TRM and CBM, to a unique TRM and CBM for each Flowgate.
Margins are the required capacities that must be preserved for the purpose of moving power
between areas during specific emergency conditions. Since a margin is a preservation of

transfer capacity, the margin itself will have an impact on the most limiting element between the
two areas for which it is reserved.

All studies for the purpose of assessing TRM and CBM will only include generation units located
within the transmission system for which the Transmission Provider is responsible. These
generation units may also include those not specifically designated to serve network load
connected to transmission systems within the Transmission Provider system. However, the
method by which a Transmission Provider is to determine TRM and CBM shall not vary from
that described herein with the exception of assessing facilities located outside of SPP regional
structure/bounds.
4.3.1 Transmission Reliability Margin (TRM)
TRM on a Flowgate basis is that amount of reserved Flowgate capacity necessary to ensure
that the interconnected transmission network is secure under a reasonable range of
uncertainties in system conditions. The following factors shall be considered by SPP in the
determination of TRM.
•

Load Forecast

Transmission Providers will forecast hourly load for the next seven days for all applicable
control areas.

Beyond seven days, Transmission Providers will project a demand based on seasonal
peak load models for all applicable Transmission Owners. These load levels will be the
projected peaks for the time frame for which the forecast applies.

•

Variations in Generation Dispatch

Variations to generation patterns constitute a viable concern. Generation dispatch in
near-term models will be based on real-time snapshots of network system conditions.
For the longer-term horizons, whenever possible, generation dispatch information
provided by generation owners will be applied to the ATC calculations. However, it is
recognized that longer-term dispatch is probably unknown to the generation controlling
entities themselves except for base-load and must run type units.

•

Unaccounted Parallel Flows

Parallel flows can be an issue if pertinent data to the ATC calculations are not shared
among the transmission providers and those transactions that have multiple wheeling
parties are not identified. Provisions in the SPP OATT have reduced the impacts of
these transactions within SPP and between SPP and other regions.
Transmission Owners of facilities that are impacted by unaccounted parallel flows or
variations in dispatch may request additional TRM for their impacted Flowgates from the
TWG. Such requests must be in writing, must document the parallel flow impacts or the
variance in historical dispatch, and be accompanied by analysis or documentation
supporting the additional TRM requirements. The TWG shall have the authority to grant
or reject requests for the additional TRM requests.
•

SPP Operating Reserve Sharing

The SPP Operating Reserve Sharing program was instituted to provide both reliability
and economic benefits to its members. This program reduces the amount of internal
operating reserves each entity is required to maintain while providing an automated way
of allocating resources on a region wide level to ensure quick recovery for the loss of
any unit. Transmission facilities must be able to support the automatic implementation
of the Reserve Sharing program. To that end, TRM on the Flowgates will provide
enough capacity to withstand the impact of the most critical generation loss to that
facility. All generation contingencies will be simulated by the Operating Reserve Sharing
algorithm to determine the highest impact on each Flowgate. This capacity will be
included in TRM.
•

Counter Flow Impacts

Another factor to consider in the SPP TRM process is that for the planning horizon,
which is primarily next day and beyond, the counter flow impacts of reservations on the
Flowgates are removed with the exception of Designated Network Resources. This
provides an inherent margin in the calculation which along with the constant TRM
provided by the reserve sharing allocation, is a proxy for the generation variation.
4.3.2 TRM Coordination
The TRM specified on a Flowgate represents a transmission margin that the transmission
system needs to maintain a secure network under a reasonable range of uncertainties in system

conditions. As such it is not necessarily an import or export quantity specifically. The Automatic
Operating Reserve Sharing portion is determined by centralized Regional study based on the
SPP Operating Reserve Sharing Criteria. Any additional TRM may be requested by the
Flowgate owner/s, subject to review by the SPP TWG.

4.3.3 TRM Availability for Non-firm Service
To maximize transmission use to the extent reliably possible, Transmission Providers may sell
TRM on a non-firm basis. The ‘a’ and ‘b’ multipliers facilitate this purpose in the calculations.
However, a contingency or long-term outage to a high impact unit may result in the curtailment
of non-firm schedules and displacement of non-firm reservations sold within the TRM.
4.3.4 TRM Calculation Frequency
The Operating Reserve Sharing portion of the TRM will be determined annually for each season
(Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter). This process is outlined in the SPP Criteria under Operating
Reserves and the Operating Reserve Share Program Procedures.

Flowgate owner requests

for additional TRM may be submitted at any time for consideration at the next TWG meeting.
The submittal should include justification and rational in writing for the requested additional
TRM. The TWG shall have authority to reject or grant such requests.
4.3.5 Capacity Benefit Margin (CBM)
CBM on a Flowgate basis is the amount of Flowgate capacity reserved by load serving entities
to ensure access to generation from interconnected systems to meet generation reliability
requirements.

SPP will use a probabilistic approach for Regional and sub-regional Generation Reliability
assessments. These assessments will be performed by the SPP on a biennial basis.
Generation Reliability assessments examine the regional ability to maintain a Loss of Load
Expectation (LOLE) standard of 1 day in ten years. The SPP capacity margin Criteria requires
each control area to maintain a minimum of 12% capacity margin for steam-based utilities and
9% for hydro-based utilities. Historical studies indicate that the LOLE of one day in ten years
can be maintained with a 10% - 11% capacity margin. As a normal practice, default values for
CBM will be zero for calculations of ATC for some or all of the following reasons:

• the existing level of internal capacity margin of each member is adequate
• historical reliability indicators of transmission strength of the SPP area
• Open Access transmission usage environment allows greater purchasing options
Flowgate owner requests for additional CBM may be submitted at any time for consideration at
the next TWG meeting. The submittal should include written justification and rational for the
requested additional CBM. The TWG shall have authority to reject or grant such requests.

4.4 FLOWGATE AND TFC DETERMINATION
The Flowgates used by SPP to administer the Regional Tariff serve as a proxy of the
transmission system. It is therefore essential to the reliable operation of the transmission
system for the set of Flowgates to adequately represent the transmission system.
4.4.1 Flowgate Updates
Updating the list of Flowgates is a continual process. Flowgate additions and deletions and
changes in TFC are the result of studies, analyses, and operating experience of SPP and its
member Transmission Owners. At any time during the year, the owner of transmission facilities
may require that a set of facilities be used as a Flowgate to protect equipment or maintain
system reliability, regardless of the ownership of that set of facilities. SPP will update the
Flowgate list as needed. The responsibility for reviewing and monitoring the list will be shared
between the individual Transmission Owners, the TWG, the Operatiing Reliability Working
Group (ORWG) and the SPP staff. Updating the Flowgate list may or may not require running a
study. If the Transmission Owner is to perform a study, they are responsible for gathering
accurate information from neighboring Transmission Owners. The following requirements apply
when adding a Flowgate to the list:
• Transmission Owners may add OTDF Flowgates, provided that the contingency is
valid, the TFC represents the total amount of power that can flow during the
contingency without violating the emergency rating of the monitored facility, and no
operating procedures apply to that Flowgate.
• Transmission Owners may add PTDF Flowgates, provided that it is a single facility
Flowgate, the TFC is equal to the normal rating of the single facility, and no operating
procedures apply to that Flowgate.

• All other Flowgates proposed by Transmission Owners must have TWG and ORWG
approval. The Reliability Authority can provide interim approval until the TWG and
ORWG can convene to assess the request. Examples of such Flowgates are PTDF
Flowgates with two or more elements, OTDF Flowgates with three or more elements,
or Flowgates involving operating procedures.

There may be times when significant topological changes occur during operations that create
unexpected loadings on facilities not explicitly modeled as Flowgates. During these conditions,
the Reliability Coordinator will work with the Transmission Owner(s) to develop a commercial
Flowgate representative of the conditions present. Any such additions will be analyzed at the
next Flowgate evaluation to determine if they should remain in the permanent list of Flowgates.
4.4.2 Annual Review
In addition to the continual studies and analyses, the Flowgate list will also be reviewed annually
by the TWG using seasonal power flow models. This annual assessment will be performed
following the January SPP Model Development Work Group (MDWG) release of each year’s
load flow cases. This review is intended to serve as a tool by which the TWG, the Transmission
Owners, and the SPP may assess the adequacy of the existing list of Flowgates and thereby
recommend necessary additions, deletions, and TFC changes. In order to accomplish this
assessment, the process herein described will be used to identify the most limiting elements for
a variety of transfer directions. Although transfer values will be involved in this process, this
process is not intended to produce any viable ATC values for use commercially or otherwise.
Rather, ATC values are determined as described in the "ATC Calculation Procedures" section.
4.4.2.1 Power Flow Models
The power flow models to be used in the process will be based on the models developed
annually by the SPP MDWG. Application of the models will use the following season definitions.
The Summer Model will apply to June through September, the Fall Model will apply to October
and November, the Winter Model will apply to December through March and the Spring Model
will apply to April and May. Each of these seasonal models developed will represent peak
models. In addition, for the summer season only, a Summer Shoulder Case representing
approximately an 85% load level will be used in the determination process.

Prior to the start of the review all SPP Transmission Owners will submit a list of changes to SPP
to adjust the models. These changes should be such that the power flow models used to review
the Flowgate list represent the seasonal loads, transmission system configuration, generation
dispatch, and transactions that each Transmission Owner expects will occur during actual
seasonal operations. The changes will be submitted to SPP in a common format as outlined in
the SPP Load Flow Procedure Manual.

Model changes and parameters for Transmission Owners outside of SPP will be coordinated
through the NERC regional councils.
4.4.2.2 Parameters supplied by the Transmission Owners
In order to simulate a transfer, certain parameters must be known. These include the
participation points of MW increase/decrease and the participation factor of these points. These
items will be supplied to SPP by the Transmission Owners.

Participation points for exports will primarily be points of generation within the sending area.
Generators that are off-line may be turned on to participate in a transfer. A Transmission Owner
can specify generators to be excluded from use as participation points, such as generators that
serve base load. The participation points used for export will be consistent for all transfer
directions.

The participation points for imports will primarily be points of generation reduction within the
receiving area. A Transmission Owner can specify generators to be excluded from use as
participation points, such as generators that serve base load. The generation reduction should
be based on economics, operating constraints or other criteria as specified by the Transmission
Owner. The participation points used for import will be consistent for all transfer directions.

Other parameters that must be supplied by the Transmission Owners include the following:
•

A contingency list including all critical single contingencies (both
transmission and generation) as well as multi-terminal facilities.

•

All contingencies suspect of causing voltage limitations and the transfers
for which they should be studied.

•

Any additional facilities below 100 kV to be monitored.

•

High and low voltage limits for system and/or individual buses.

•

All Contractual Requirements.

4.4.2.3 Default Parameters
The following parameters will be used in the event that a Transmission Owner does not submit
the area specific parameters:
•

For exports, the participation points will include all on-line generating facilities
in the model with unused generating capacity available.

•

The export participation factors will be the amount of unused generating
capacity at each point divided by the sum of the unused generating capacity
at all export participation points. (i.e., PMAX-PGEN).

•

For imports, all on-line generators will be decreased prorated by their capable
generation (i.e., PGEN-PMIN).

•

Transfer directions will be a set of all commercial paths.

•

Exports from merchant power plants will be considered in the determination
of Flowgates.

•

The transfer test levels are specified at the time of the ATC calculations, and
are determined by SPP staff.

•

All facilities 100 kV and above will be included in the contingency list and the
monitored facility list. In addition, the largest unit within the area will be
included in the contingency list.

•

Voltage limits will be as specified in Planning Criteria section of the SPP
Criteria: Regional Transmission Planning.
4.4.2.4 Voltage Limits

Voltage limits are network and system dependent. Each Transmission Owner will submit an
acceptable set of Normal Voltage Limits and Emergency Voltage Limits to be applied for the
purpose of Flowgate and TFC determination.
4.4.2.5 Linear Analysis and AC Verification
SPP will perform DC linear analysis studies estimating the import or export ability of the
identified commercial paths using a combined linear evaluation of the network models with a
follow up AC verification of a minimum of the first three valid operational limitations. Specific AC
analysis will also be performed on any specified contingency/transfer combinations noted as

voltage limiting contingencies. Monitored Facilities, Contingency Facilities and Participation
Points will be implemented as described in the “Parameters Supplied by the Transmission
Owners” section or “Default Parameters” section as applicable.
4.4.2.6 Operating Procedures
Operating Procedures are available and may increase the Total Flowgate Capacity of a
Flowgate when implemented. Implementation of any available Operating Procedures will be
done using a full AC solution to determine the correct limit to be placed on a Flowgate. Any
operationally increased Total Flowgate Capacities established will be so noted.
4.4.2.7 Identification of Flowgate Changes
TWG will review the FCITC results of the power flow models and selected paths and identify
whether any Flowgates should be added, removed, or changed to better represent the SPP
transmission system.

A minimum of the first three valid FCITC limitations to each path will be AC verified. When all
paths have been evaluated, the TWG will review the AC verification results and, where needed,
the linear results for consideration as potential Flowgates.

Typically, new Flowgates should be either OTDF Flowgates with a TFC representing the total
amount of power that can flow during a contingency without violating the emergency rating of
the monitored facility or single facility PTDF Flowgates with a TFC equal to the normal rating of
the single facility. In situations involving operating procedures the TFC may be higher than the
facility ratings.

The TWG will then determine any needed changes to the existing list of Flowgates. The
number of times elements appear as one of the most limiting components for transfers, the rank
in the list of most limiting elements, and the TDF level will be the primary factors considered in
making the determination. Flowgates can also be developed to represent identified Voltage
Limitations and Contractual Requirements.
4.4.2.8 Review and Coordination with Transmission Owners
Each SPP Transmission Owner will have the option of naming a representative to review the
results of the Flowgate review or deferring to the TWG finalization of the results. Summary

sheets of all interfaces or paths calculated will be communicated to the representatives for
review. All data will be made available for review upon request. The results will be approved by
the TWG before being reported.

The Transmission Owner should review the TWG proposed Flowgate changes and consider
their own operating experience and study results. Any modifications to the TWG proposed
changes should be returned to the TWG. Further dialog and justification may be required of a
Transmission Owner if the TWG has concerns about their modifications.

TWG will draft a final Flowgate list, incorporating the comments of the Transmission Owners.
The Transmission Owners should approve any additions, deletions, or changes to the Flowgate
list.
4.4.2.9 Initiating Interim Review Of Flowgate List
Operational condition changes, especially status changes of EHV transmission facilities and
large generators, may warrant a partial or full evaluation of the list of Flowgates. A review may
also be necessary due to multiple schedules being implemented causing parallel flows.

Transmission Owners will have access to copies of the SPP models and all relevant data used
for the annual review. Transmission Owners may at any time request a re-run of the Flowgate
evaluations. The Transmission Owner requesting the re-run shall provide their reasons for
requesting the re-run to the TWG for consideration. Should the TWG deem a re-run necessary,
the SPP staff will perform the additional evaluation.

4.4.3 Dispute Resolution
If there is a dispute concerning a Flowgate, the questioning party must contact SPP and the
Transmission Owner(s) involved to resolve the dispute.

Examples of reasons for disputing a Flowgate may include:
•

The contingency used for the Flowgate is not valid.

•

There is an operating procedure that corrects the violation that is not being
properly taken into account.

•

An operating procedure is being taken into account in an improper manner
yielding an incorrect TFC.

If the parties involved do not reach agreement on the selected Flowgates, the SPP TWG
will review all of the arguments. Additional analyses will be performed if necessary.
SPP TWG will then make a final determination. If a party still wishes to dispute the
Flowgate, the SPP Dispute Resolution policy described in Section 2 of the SPP By-laws
may be initiated.

4.4.4 Coordination with Non-SPP Members
Flowgates involving transfers on interfaces and paths between SPP Transmission Owners and
non-SPP Transmission Owners will be coordinated by the parties involved and the TWG.
4.4.5 Feedback to SPP Members
The SPP staff shall maintain a table of all Flowgates on the SPP OASIS. The table shall include
all Flowgate data, which are applicable, including the Flowgate name, monitored facility,
contingency facility, Flowgate rating, TRM, CBM, a and b multipliers, LODF, the TDF basis for
the Flowgate (OTDF or PTDF), and the TDF cutoff threshold. This table shall be updated with
any new information on or before the first of each month.

4.5 ATC CALCULATION PROCEDURES
The determination of ATC via Flowgates utilizes proxy elements to represent the power
transmission network. This process depends on the selected Flowgates to act as predetermined limiting constraints to power transfer. The process by which ATC will be determined
when using the Flowgate proxy technique incorporates the Definitions and Concepts within this
Criteria.

Determination of ATC via Flowgates adheres to the following approach:
•

establishes a network representation (power flow model)

•

identifies potential limits to transfer (thermal, voltage, stability, contract)

•

determines response factors of identified limits relative to transfer directions (TDF)

•

determines impacts of existing commitments (firm, non-firm)

•

applies margins (TRM, CBM, a & b multipliers)

•

determines maximum transfer capabilities allowed by limits and applied margins ( ATC,
FATC, NFATC)
4.5.1 ATC Calculation and Posting Timeframes

To assist Transmission Providers with Short Term service obligations under FERC Order 888
and 889, SPP will calculate the monthly path ATC for the upcoming 16-months for all potential
commercial paths for Transmission Providers in the SPP Region. This data will be posted for
use in evaluating the SPP OATT requests and provided on a monthly basis to the Transmission
Providers in adequate time to post the information on OASIS nodes by the 1st of each month.

Hourly, Daily and Weekly ATC shall be calculated on a daily basis and posted at the time of run.
SPP will also provide commercial path conversions to any individual providers needing that
information to administer their own tariff. Hourly ATC shall be calculated for 12 to 36 hours
ahead depending on time of day. SPP has a firm scheduling deadline at 12:00 noon of the day
prior to start. At this point all firm schedules are known and the hourly non-firm request window
opens for the next day. At this point SPP will calculate hourly ATC for HE 14 of the current day
through HE 24 of the next day. This process continues dropping the current hour each
resynchronization until 12:00 noon the next day when the cycle starts again. Again SPP will
provide commercial path conversions for any SPP provider that needs them for posting on their
own OASIS nodes.
4.5.2 Power Flow Models

The monthly calculation of Flowgate based ATC will be made using rolling seasonal models that
produce an update for the upcoming sixteen month service window (12 month multi-month
service + 4 months advance notice). For example, the required data update for January of any
year will yield data for January thru December plus the next January, February, March and April
of the following year. The necessary seasonal models will be selected from the approved SPP
MDWG set to represent this time frame. Any known system changes/corrections to these
models will be included. SPP will routinely calculate ATC for the upcoming 16-month service
window. Monthly models will be updated/developed from the latest seasonal models to
represent individual months for the purpose of capturing operational conditions that may be
unique from other monthly models.
4.5.3 Base Loading, Firm and Non-Firm (FBL & NFBL)
Model base flows provide the basis for which to begin determination of Available Flowgate
Capacity. However, there are many transactions within the monthly models that are duplicated
on the OASIS. A record of the network model flows of each Flowgate as found in the solved
network models will be used as a beginning point to account for impacts of base case
transactions and existing commitments. The impacts on Flowgates due to transactions outside
the purpose of representing designated Network Resource exchange will be removed by
applying the TDF factors determined to each transaction identified in the base case. In addition
to adjusting the model flow in this manner, positive and counter impacts of existing OASIS
commitments will be applied according to the type of Base Loading (Firm or Non-Firm) under
consideration. In non-firm Base Loading, 50% of Counter Impacts resulting from firm Confirmed
reservations will act to reduce the overall Base Loading figure. This process will establish the
base loading expected with each control area serving its firm Network Load.
4.5.4 Transfer Distribution Factor Determinations (TDF)
For export and import participation points all on-line generators, unless otherwise denoted (e.g.,
nuclear units), will be scaled prorated by their machine base (MBASE). TDF data will be
calculated for all commercial paths using the most current participation data, ATC models and
Flowgate list on a monthly basis.

4.5.5 Existing Commitments and Netting Practices

Existing commitments resulting from Confirmed, Accepted and Study reservations on the SPP
OATT OASIS nodes will be considered and accounted for in the determination of Available
Flowgate Capacity. Accounting for the impact of existing commitments is a key part of the
process for determining which new transfers will be allowed, unlike the TLR implementation
process which involves determining which existing transfers must be curtailed. Therefore,
unlike TLR implementation which requires a minimum TDF threshold, all positive impacts from
existing commitments must be applied without using a minimum TDF threshold. Impacts from
these commitments will be applied according to the future time frame of which they are
applicable. These time frames are discussed below:
4.5.5.1 Yearly Calculations (whole years, starting 60 days out)
A Yearly transmission service request is defined as a service request with a duration of greater
than or equal to 1 year in length. The evaluation of Available Transfer Capability for this service
type is performed utilizing solved network models with existing OASIS commitments figured in
as net area interchange values. In addition to monitoring Flowgates, standard N-1 contingency
analyses will be performed to study the impact of yearly transmission requests on the
transmission system. The long-term threshold is shown in Appendix 9 and is applied to all
elements above 60kV.
4.5.5.2 Monthly Calculations (months 2 through 16)
The impacts of OASIS reservations that are Confirmed, Accepted and in Study mode will be
applied to each Flowgate according to the TDF values determined. All positive impacts on a
Flowgate due to these types of reservations decrease ATC. 100% of counter flow impacts due
to reservations supplying Designated Network Resources are allowed to increase ATC. For
non-firm service, up to 50% of the counter-flows due to all firm Confirmed reservations will be
allowed on a Flowgate. The combined positive impacts and counter flow impacts will be added
to the base flows to determine Available Flowgate Capacity for the Monthly calculation.
4.5.5.3 Daily and Weekly Calculations (Day 2 through 31)
For Daily and Weekly calculations, composite area interchange values will be determined by
integrating all OASIS Confirmed and Accepted reservations into projection models. Base flows
will be determined by the projection models and counter flow impacts will be backed out by
applying the necessary negative TDF calculations to all Accepted, Confirmed and Study
reservations. For non-firm Available Flowgate Capacity calculations, up to 50% of the counter

flow impacts due to all firm Confirmed reservations will be allowed. For firm Available Flowgate
Capacity, the counter flow impacts of Confirmed reservations for Designated Network
Resources are allowed to unload Flowgates.
4.5.5.4 Hourly Calculations (Day 1)
These calculations are for hourly non-firm service only. All known schedule information from
NERC Electronic-tags will be applied to base flow calculations. These schedules determine
base interchange values. Since these are expected schedules, all counter flow impacts are
allowed in this calculation. OASIS reservation information is not considered for determination of
existing impacts in this calculation.
4.5.6 Partial Path Reservations
Requests made on individual Transmission Provider’s tariffs require two or more reservations to
complete a transaction resulting in a partial path reservation. The SPP OATT offers service out
of, into and across SPP and between SPP members with a single reservation. For transmission
service under the SPP OATT, only reservations with valid sources and sinks are allowed.
However, to avoid double accounting of Flowgate and system impacts due to duplicate
reservations documented on Transmission Provider OATT OASIS nodes from partial path
reservations, necessary means will be incorporated to recognize these related reservations and
determine the correct singular impacts.
4.5.7 ATC Adjustments Between Calculations
ATC will be adjusted following receipt of any valid SPP OASIS node reservation. The requested
capacity will be multiplied by the TDF on all affected Flowgates and the resulting amounts will
be subtracted from each Flowgates’ ATC and posted to the OASIS.
4.5.8 Coordination of Transmission Commitments with Neighboring
Organizations
Coordination of dispatch information, Confirmed firm and non-firm system commitments from
neighboring regions, RTO’s, ISO’s etc. will be conducted as appropriate to each type of ATC
being determined to establish the most accurate system representation of base flows and
generation profiles. External reservations may be retrieved from other OASIS sites or locations
designated by neighboring Transmission Providers.

4.5.9 Margins
Identified TRM and CBM will be applied to each Flowgate as described in the Reliability Margins
section.
4.5.10 ATC Determination
The following equations are used in ATC determination:

4.5.10.1 Firm Base Loading (FBL)*, **:
•

Firm Base Loading = (Flows resultant of DNR) + (Σ Positive Impacts due to Firm OASIS
Commitments, Confirmed, Accepted and Study) – (100% of Σ Counter Impacts due to
Confirmed Firm OASIS Commitments for DNR only)
4.5.10.2 Non-Firm Base Loading (NFBL)*, **:

•

Non-Firm Base Loading = (Flows resultant of DNR) + (Σ Positive Impacts due to Firm
and Non-Firm OASIS Commitments, Confirmed, Accepted and Study) – (up to 50% of Σ
Counter Impacts due to Confirmed Firm OASIS Commitments)
4.5.10.3 Firm Available Flowgate Capacity (FAFC):

•

Firm Available Flowgate Capacity = (Total Flowgate Capacity) – (TRM) – (CBM) – (Firm
Base Loading)
4.5.10.4 Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity (NFAFC, Operating
Horizon):

•

Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity, Operating Horizon = (Total Flowgate Capacity) –
(b*TRM) – (CBM) – (Non-Firm Base Loading)
4.5.10.5

•

Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity (NFAFC, Planning
Horizon):
Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity, Planning Horizon = (Total Flowgate Capacity) –
(a*TRM) – (CBM) – (Non-Firm Base Loading)

4.5.10.6
•

Firm Available Transfer Capability (FATC):

Firm ATC = Most limiting value from associated Flowgates = Min {Firm Available Flowgate
Capacity/TDF of appropriate path}
4.5.10.7

Non-Firm Path Available Transfer Capability (NATC,
Operating Horizon):

•

Non-Firm ATC, Operating Horizon = Most limiting value from associated Flowgates = Min
{Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity, Operating Horizon/TDF of appropriate path}

4.5.10.8

•

Non-Firm Available Transfer Capability (NFATC, Planning
Horizon):
Non-Firm ATC, Planning Horizon = Most limiting value from associated Flowgates = Min
{Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity, Planning Horizon/TDF of appropriate path}

* Applicable pre-emption requirements of lower priority service types will be
considered when evaluating requests for transmission service.
** Impacts resulting from queued Study reservations will be applied according to
priority when evaluating requests for transmission service.

SPP will calculate the ATC for each of its Transmission Providers on their direct
interconnections (either physical interconnections or by rights to a line) and any interface or path
requested by a Transmission Provider to fulfill its obligations under FERC Order 889. The ATC
for requested interfaces or paths will be calculated only if requested by the Transmission
Provider obligated to post the interfaces or paths.
4.5.11 Annual Review of ATC Process
The SPP TWG will conduct an annual review of the Regional ATC determination process
including TRM and CBM to assess regional compliance with NERC requirements, regional
reliability needs and functionality toward SPP Transmission Owners and Users. This review will
be held at the same time as the Flowgate Evaluation process. The applicable long-term TRM
as established by the TWG and ORWG is listed in Appendix 9.
SPP will conduct a survey of the Transmission Owners and Users and the results will be
published on the SPP website. Concerns that are identified from the survey will be forwarded to
the appropriate SPP Committee.

4.5.12 Dialog With Transmission Users
Transmission Users may contact the TWG with any concerns regarding this criterion, its
implementation, or the resulting ATC values. The concerns should be in writing and sent to the
chair of the TWG. The chair will then draft a written response to the Transmission User
containing either an answer or a schedule for when such an answer can be provided. If the

Transmission User is not satisfied, the concerns can be sent to the chair of the Engineering and
Markets and Operationsng Policy Committee.

Southwest Power Pool Criteria

Factor
PTDF
OTDF
PTVF
TRM

Appendix 9

Short-term Long-term * Date Approved
3%
3%
0.02 p.u.

3%
3%
0.02 p.u.
0%

4/27/2004
4/27/2004
12/12/2001
12/12/2001

* Long-term factors apply to all elements above 60kV.

Comments

See SPP website for short-term TRM

4.0 REGIONAL CALCULATION OF AVAILABLE TRANSFER CAPABILITY
SPP takes a regional approach in the determination of Available Transfer Capability (ATC). The
regional approach calls for SPP to evaluate the inter-area transfer capability of its Transmission
Owners. This approach provides a high level of coordination between ATC reported by SPP
and Transmission Owners on SPP Open Access Same-time Information Network (OASIS)
nodes. Likewise, when Transmission Owners calculate ATC, they are responsible to coordinate
the ATC between their areas. If there is a dispute concerning the ATC, the SPP Transmission
Working Group (TWG) will act as the technical body to determine the ATC to be reported.

This Criteria provides Transmission Owners and the SPP Transmission Provider flexibility to
revise the ATC as needed for changes in operating conditions, while providing for unique
modeling parameters of the areas. The SPP Transmission Provider calculations do not
preclude any studies made by Transmission Owners in accordance with their individual tariffs,
which may contain specific methodologies for evaluating transmission service requests.

Transfer capabilities are calculated for two different commercial business applications; a) for
use as default values for Transmission Owners to post on their OASIS node for business under
their transmission tariffs and b) for use by SPP in administering the SPP Open Access
Transmission Tariff (SPP OATT).

The SPP utilizes a “constrained element” approach in determining ATC. This approach is
referred to as a Flowgate ATC methodology. Constrained facilities, termed “Flowgates”, used in
this approach are identified primarily from a non-simultaneous transfer study using standard
incremental transfer capability techniques that recognize thermal, voltage and contractual
limitations. Stability limitations are studied as needed. Flowgates serve as proxies for the
transmission network and are used to study system response to transfers and contingencies.
Using Flowgates with pre-determined ratings, this process is able to evaluate the ATC of
specific paths on a constrained element basis (Flowgate basis) while considering the
simultaneous impact of existing transactions.

The calculation of ATC is a very complex and dynamic procedure. SPP realizes that there are
many technical and policy issues concerning the calculation of ATC that will evolve with industry
changes. Therefore, the SPP Operatiing Reliability Working Group and the SPP Transmission
Working Group will have the joint authority to modify the implementation of this Section of the

Criteria based on experience and improvements in technology and data coordination. Any
changes made by these groups will be subject to formal approval as outlined in the SPP Bylaws at the first practical opportunity, with the exception of response factor thresholds included
in Appendix 9 which shall be reviewed and approved by the TWG and ORWG.

4.1 DEFINITIONS
4.1.1 Base Loading, Firm and Non-Firm (FBL & NFBL)
The determined loading on a Flowgate resulting from the net effect of modeled existing
transmission service commitments for the purpose of serving firm network load and impacts
from existing OATT OASIS commitments.
4.1.2 Capacity Benefit Margin
The amount of Flowgate capacity reserved by load serving entities to ensure access to
generation from interconnected systems to meet generation reliability requirements.

4.1.3 Contractual Limit
Contractual arrangements between Transmission Providers that define transfer capability
between the two.
4.1.4 Critical Contingency
Any generation or transmission facility that, when outaged, is deemed to have an adverse
impact on the reliability of the transmission network.

4.1.5 Designated Network Resources (DNR)
Any designated generation resource that can be called upon at anytime for the purpose of
serving network load on a non-interruptible basis. The designated generation resource must be
owned, purchased or leased by the owner of the network load.
4.1.6 Emergency Voltage Limits
The operating voltage range on the interconnected system that is acceptable for the time
sufficient for system adjustments to be made following a Critical Contingency.

4.1.7 Firm Available Transfer Capability (FATC)
The determined transfer capability available for firm Transmission Service as defined by the

FERC pro forma Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT) or any direction of interest on a
transmission network between generation groups and/or system load for which commercial
service may be desired.
4.1.8 First Contingency Incremental Transfer Capability (FCITC)
NERC Transmission Transfer Capability, reference document (May 1995) defines FCITC as:
"The amount of power, incremental and above normal base transfers, that can be
transferred over the interconnected transmission systems in a reliable manner based
on all of the following conditions:

1. For the existing or planned system configuration, and with normal (precontingency) operating procedures in effect, all facility loadings are within normal
ratings and all voltages are within normal limits,
2. The electric systems are capable of absorbing the dynamic power swings, and
remaining stable, following a disturbance that results in the loss of any single
electric system element, such as a transmission circuit, transformer or generating
unit, and,
3. After the dynamic power swings subside following a disturbance that results in
the loss of any single electric system element as described in 2 above, and after
the operation of any automatic operating systems, but before any postcontingency operator-initiated system adjustments are implemented, all
transmission facilities loadings are within emergency ratings and all voltages are
within emergency limits."

4.1.9 Flowgate
A selected transmission element or group of elements acting as proxy for the transmission
network representing potential thermal, voltage, stability and contractual system constraints to
power transfer. The process of determining the reliability issues for which a Flowgate is
representative of and by which a Flowgate is established is outlined in the Flowgate
Determination section.
4.1.10 Line Outage Distribution Factor (LODF)
The percent of the power flowing across the contingency facility that transfers over the
monitored facility when the contingency facility is switched out of service.

4.1.11 Local Area Problem
A Transmission Owner may declare a facility under its control a Local Area Problem if it is
overloaded in either the base case or contingency case prior to the transfer. If a member
declares a facility a Local Area Problem, the member may neither deny transmission service nor
request NERC Transmission Loading Relief for that defined condition.

4.1.12 Monitored Facilities
Any transmission facility that is checked for predefined transmission limitations.
4.1.13 Non-firm Available Transfer Capability (NFATC)
The determined transfer capability available for sale for non-firm Transmission Service as
defined by the FERC pro forma Open Access Transmission Tariff for any direction of interest on
a transmission network between generation groups and/or system load for which commercial
service may be desired.

4.1.14 Normal Voltage Limits
The operating voltage range on the interconnected system that is acceptable on a sustained
basis.
4.1.15 Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT)
FERC approved Pro-Forma Open Access Transmission Tariff.
4.1.16 Operating Horizon
Time frame for which Hourly transmission service is offered. The rolling time frame is twelve to
36 hours with a 12 noon threshold. It includes the current day, and after 12 noon, the remainder
of the current day and all hours of the following day.
4.1.17 Operating Procedure
Any policy, practice or system adjustment that may be automatically implemented, or manually
implemented by the system operator within a specified time frame, to maintain the operational
integrity of the interconnected electric systems. If an Operating Procedure is submitted to the
SPP in writing and states that it is an unconditional action to implement the procedure without
regard to economic impacts or existing transfers, then the Operating Procedure will be used to
allow transfers to a higher level.

4.1.18 Outage Transfer Distribution Factor (OTDF)
The percentage of a power transfer that flows through the monitored facility for a particular
transfer when the contingency facility is switched out of service.

4.1.19 Participation Factor
The percentage of the total power adjustment that a participation point will contribute when
simulating a transfer.
4.1.20 Participation Points
Specified generators that will have their power output adjusted to simulate a transfer.
4.1.21 Planning Horizon
Time frame beyond which Hourly transmission service is not offered.

4.1.22 Power Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF)
The percentage of power transfer flowing through a facility or a set of facilities for a particular
transfer when there are no contingencies.
4.1.23 Power Transfer Voltage Response Factor (PTVF)
The per unit amount that a facility’s voltage changes due to a particular transfer level.
4.1.24 SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (SPP OATT)
The Southwest Power Pool Regional FERC approved Open Access Transmission Tariff
4.1.25 Transfer Distribution Factor (TDF)
A general term, which may refer to either PTDF or OTDF – The TDF represents the relationship
between the participation adjustment of two areas and the Flowgates within the system.
4.1.26 Transfer Test Level
The amount of power that will be transferred to determine facility TDFs for use in DC linear
analysis.
4.1.27 Transmission Owner (TO)
An entity that owns transmission facilities which are operated under a FERC approved OATT.

4.1.28 Transmission Provider (TP)
An entity responsible for administering a transmission tariff. In the case of the SPP OATT, SPP
is the Transmission Provider. An SPP member may be its own Transmission Provider if the
member continues to sell transmission service under the terms of its own tariff.

4.1.29 Transmission User (TU)
Any entities that are parties to transactions under appropriate tariffs.
4.1.30 Transmission Reliability Margin (TRM)
The amount of Flowgate capacity necessary to ensure that the interconnected transmission
network is secure under a reasonable range of uncertainties in system conditions.
4.1.31 TRM multipliers (a & b)
“a”-multiplier; a factor between 0 and 1 indicating the amount of TRM not available for non-firm
use during the Planning Horizon
“b”-multiplier; a factor between 0 and 1 indicating the amount of TRM not available for non-firm
use during the Operating Horizon
4.2 CONCEPTS
4.2.1 Transfer Capability
Transfer capability is the measure of the ability of the interconnected electric systems to reliably
move or transfer power from one area to another over all transmission circuits (or paths)
between those areas under specified system conditions. The units of transfer capability are in
terms of electric power, generally expressed in megawatts (MW). Transfer capability is also
directional in nature. That is, the transfer capability from area A to area B is not generally equal
to the transfer capability from area B to area A.

Some major points concerning transfer capability analysis are briefly outlined below:
1. System Conditions - Base system conditions are identified and modeled for the
period being analyzed, including projected customer demand, generation dispatch,
system configuration and base reserved and scheduled transfers.

2. Critical Contingencies - During transfer capability studies, both generation and
transmission system contingencies are evaluated to determine which facility outages
are most restrictive to the transfer being analyzed.
3. System Limits - The transfer capability of the transmission network can be limited
by thermal, voltage, stability or contractual considerations.

Thermal and voltage transfer limits can be determined by calculating the First Contingency
Incremental Transfer Capability. Stability studies may be performed by the Transmission
Owners at their discretion. Any known stability limits, which are determined on a simultaneous
basis, and all contractual limits will be supplied by each Transmission Owner in writing to the
Transmission Provider and the TWG.
4.2.2 Available Transfer Capability
NERC Available Transfer Capability Definitions and Determinations, reference document (June
1996) states: “Available Transfer Capability (ATC) is a measure of the transfer capability
remaining in the physical transmission network for further commercial activity over and above
already committed uses.”
SPP determines ATC as a function of the most limiting Flowgate of the path of interest. How
limiting a Flowgate is to a path is based on two aspects: (1) The determined firm or non-firm
Available Flowgate Capacity (FAFC or NFAFC) for that Flowgate, and (2) the TDF for which that
Flowgate responds to power movement on the path under evaluation.

The common relationship between the identified limiting Flowgate and the path is the Transfer
Distribution Factor (TDF). This is mathematically expressed as follows:
Firm ATC = the firm Available Flowgate Capacity divided by the Transmission
Distribution Factor
(FATC = FAFC/TDF)
of the associated path.

Likewise,

Non-Firm ATC = the non firm Available Flowgate Capacity divided by the Transmission

Distribution Factor
(NFATC = NFAFC/TDF)
of the associated path.

Path ATC is determined by identifying the most limiting Flowgates to the path in question. Each
Flowgate represents a potential limiting element to any path within a system. Therefore, each
Flowgate with known Transfer Distribution Factor (TDF) can be translated into path ATC.
However, the Flowgate that produces the most limiting path ATC is the key Flowgate for that
path.

The calculation of path ATC using this method is based on the ratio of the TDF into the
remaining capacity of a Flowgate, (non firm Available Flowgate Capacity or firm Available
Flowgate Capacity). Once a group of potential limiting elements has been selected, then all
values pertaining to ATC can be translated based on the TDF.

4.2.3 Response Factors
Response Factors are numerical relationships between key adjustments in the transmission
system and specific transmission components being monitored. They provide a linear means of
extrapolation to an anticipated end for which decisions can be made. While there are obviously
uncountable numbers of responses occurring in a system while transferring power, there are
only a few that aid in the process of determination of ATC.The thresholds for several of the
following response factors are listed in Appendix 9 and shall be subject to the review and
approval of the TWG and ORWG.

(1)

Transfer Distribution Factor - The Transfer Distribution Factor (TDF) is a
general term referring to either PTDF or OTDF. The relationship between
adjustments in participation points associated with a specific path and the
identified Flowgate in the system is the TDF. Depending on the Flowgate type,
the TDF may specifically represent the response in the system to certain types of
pre-identified system limitations as mentioned in the System Limitations section
of the criteria.

(2)

Line Outage Distribution Factor - The Line Outage Distribution Factor (LODF)

is the percent of the power flowing across the contingency facility that transfers
over the monitored facility when the contingency facility is switched out of
service.
(3)

Power Transfer Distribution Factor - The Power Transfer Distribution Factor
(PTDF) is the percentage of a power transfer that flows through a facility or a set
of facilities for a particular transfer when there are no contingencies. PTDF type
Flowgates are used for representing Thermal, Voltage, Stability and Contractual
Limitations. To be considered a valid limit to transfers, aA PTDF Flowgate must
have a PTDF at or above the applicable short-term or long-term threshold as
established by the TWG and ORWGpercentage outlined in NERC Operating
Policies Transmission Loading Relief curtailment thresholds to be considered a
valid limit to transfer, except in long-term evaluations where no TDF threshold is
used..

(4) Outage Transfer Distribution Factor - The Outage Transfer Distribution Factor
(OTDF) is the percentage of a power transfer that flows through the monitored
facility for a particular transfer when the contingency facility is switched out of
service. OTDF type Flowgates typically represent contingency based thermal
limitations within the system. They can also be used to represent Stability
limitations. To be considered a valid limit to transfers, a Monitored Facility must
have an OTDF at or above the applicable short-term or long-term threshold as
established by the TWG and ORWGpercentage outlined in NERC Operating
Policies Transmission Loading Relief curtailment thresholds to be considered a
valid limit to transfer, except in long-term evaluations where no TDF threshold is
used.
(5)

Power Transfer Voltage Factor - The Power Transfer Voltage Factor (PTVF) is
the per unit amount that a facility’s voltage changes due to a particular transfer
level. To be considered a valid limit to transfers, aA Monitored fFacility must
have a PTVF at or above the applicable short-term or long-term threshold as
established by the TWG and ORWG0.02 p.u. to be considered a valid limit to
transfer.

4.2.4 Transfer Capability Limitations
The electrical ability of the interconnected transmission network to reliably transfer electric
power may be limited by any one or more of the following:
1. Thermal Limits - Thermal limits establish the maximum amount of electrical
current that a transmission circuit or electrical facility can conduct over a
specified time period before it sustains permanent damage by overheating or
before it violates public safety requirements. Normal and emergency
transmission circuit ratings are defined in the SPP Rating of Equipment.
2. Voltage Limits - System voltages must be maintained within the range of
acceptable minimum and maximum voltage limits. For example, minimum
voltage limits can establish the maximum amount of electric power that can be
transferred without causing damage to the electric system or customer facilities.
A widespread collapse of system voltage can result in a blackout of portions of or
the entire interconnected network. Acceptable minimum and maximum voltages
are network and system dependent. The Normal Voltage Limit range is the
operating voltage range on the interconnected systems, above or below nominal
voltage and generally expressed in kilovolts, that is acceptable on a sustained
basis. The Emergency Voltage Limit range is the operating voltage range on the
interconnected systems, above or below nominal voltage and generally
expressed in kilovolts, that is acceptable for the time sufficient for system
adjustments to be made following a facility outage or system disturbance.
Voltage limits will be as specified in the Planning Criteria section of the SPP
Criteria: Regional Transmission Planning.
3. Stability Limits - The transmission network must be capable of surviving
disturbances through the transient and dynamic time periods following a
disturbance. Specific Stability Limits Criteria is found in the SPP Criteria:
Regional Transmission Coordinated Planning.
4. Contractual Requirements- Some Transmission Owners have contractual
arrangements that contain mutual agreements regarding the power transfer
available between them. These contractual arrangements have been approved

by the appropriate regulatory agencies. The NERC Operating Policies inherently
recognize contract requirements that may limit the power transfer between
Transmission Owners. Some contract requirements are discussed in NERC
Operating Policy 3 – Interchange.

The limiting conditions on some portions of the transmission network can shift among thermal,
voltage, stability and contractual limits as the network operating conditions change over time
4.2.5 Invalid Limits
The procedures outlined in criteria may lead to identification of certain limiting facilities that are
invalid. Reasons may include, but are not limited to:
-

An invalid contingency generated as a generic single outage, which is not valid
without the outage of other facilities.

-

Incorrect ratings. Ratings will be corrected and the limiting transfer level
recalculated.

-

The rating used may be directional in nature (directional relaying) and may not be
valid for the direction of flow.

-

The limiting facility is the result of over-generation/under-generation at a participation
point.

-

The contingency is considered improper implementation of an operating procedure.

-

The facility represents an equivalent circuit.

-

The limiting facility is declared a Local Area Problem.

Any limiting facility determined to be invalid due to modeling error that could be corrected must
be corrected by the next series of seasonal calculations.
4.2.6 Flowgates
Flowgates are selected power transmission element groups that act as proxies for the power
transmission system capable of representing potential thermal, voltage, stability and contractual
system limits to power transfer. There are two types of Flowgates;
• OTDF Flowgate; Composed of usually two power transmission elements in which the
loss of one (contingency facility) can cause the other power transmission element
(monitored facility) to reach its emergency rating.
• PTDF Flowgate; Composed of one or more power transmission elements in which the
total pre-contingency flow over the flowgate cannot exceed a predetermined limit.

Either with the power transmission system intact or with a contingency elsewhere,
the Flowgate can be selected to represent a thermal, voltage, stability or
contractual limit.

Once a set of limiting elements have been identified, as potential transfer constraints, they can
be grouped with their related components and identified as unique Flowgates. The rating of the
Flowgate is called the Total Flowgate Capacity (TFC) of the Flowgate and is monitored and
used for evaluation of all viable transfers for commerce.

To the extent that the impedance network models are similar with similar participation patterns,
the same Flowgates can be monitored in other network models for purposes of evaluating the
impact of additional transactions on the network. Of course, each network model will be subtly
different therefore it is important that engineering judgment is exercised regarding the validity of
applying existing Flowgates to a new network model.

4.2.7 Total Flowgate Capacity (TFC)
The Flowgate and its Total Flowgate Capacity are pre-defined. A Flowgate is intended to limit
the amount of power allowed to flow over a defined element set. This TFC may reflect several
possible types of system limitations as described in the Limitations Section.

For OTDF Flowgates representing thermal overloads, the TFC represents the total
amount of power that can flow during the contingency without violating the emergency
rating of the monitored facility.

For PTDF Flowgates, the TFC represents the total amount of power that can flow over a defined
element set under pre-contingency conditions.
Again, limit types could be:
1) Thermal limits under normal operating conditions or linked contingency events,
2) Voltage limits under normal operating conditions or linked contingency events,
3) Stability limits under normal operating conditions or linked contingency events, or
4) Contractual limits.

Flowgates are selected based on the impacts of power transfer in an electrical network and will
be evaluated on a regular basis and revised as needed to ensure thorough representation of the
system they are representing.

Each Flowgate represents a possible limitation within a network and in itself has a Flowgate
rating (TFC) and an Available Flowgate Capacity (AFC) which can be translated via the path
response factor (TDF) to a path Available Transfer Capability (path ATC) for any path.
4.2.8 Flowgate Capacity
4.2.8.1 Total Flowgate Capacity (TFC)
A Flowgate acts as proxy to path transfer limitations. This allows additional transfer capability
on a path based on the additional loading that can be incurred. The determination of additional
loading that can be incurred on a Flowgate begins first with the determination of the maximum
loading that can be allowed on a PTDF Flowgate or on the monitored facility of an OTDF
Flowgate during its associated contingency. This maximum loading is termed Total Flowgate
Capacity (TFC).
4.2.8.2 Available Flowgate Capacity (AFC)
The available capacity on a Flowgate for additional loading for new power transfers is
determined by taking the Total Flowgate Capacity (TFC) and removing the Flowgate Base
Loading (FBL) and the Impacts due to existing system commitments and any transmission
margins.

AFC = TFC – FBL – Impacts of existing commitments – transmission margins
4.2.8.3 Firm and Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity (FAFC and
NFAFC)
Path ATC is classified as firm or non-firm. This distinction is made when determining the
Available Flowgate Capacity (AFC) remaining for path ATC. AFC is classified as firm or nonfirm depending on the types of existing commitments considered for Impacts. This is realized in
the formula for Available Flowgate Capacity:

(AFC = TFC – FBL – Impacts of existing commitments – transmission margins).

4.2.9 System Impacts
4.2.9.1 Impacts of Existing Commitments
In order to simultaneously account for impacts of all commitments to all paths at any given
instant in time, it is necessary to devise a system that allows for fluctuation in the number of and
the magnitude of system commitments on each path within an acceptable amount of time, for
the purpose of providing transmission service in a competitive manner.

Existing transmission commitments beyond those modeled as native load and related
generation commitments can be found on the OASIS. However, before impacts of OASIS
posted reservations can be calculated, they must first be interpreted – carefully examined for
peculiar individual characteristics. Due to the nature of the OASIS and the rules therein, posted
reservations sometimes require interpretation as to their actual value to apply toward the
transmission network.

The following are examples of evaluations that are performed:
•

Recognize and adjust for duplicate reservations by multiple providers to complete one
transaction.

•

Adjust for reservations that may have changed status or have been replaced by another
reservation, including renewals and redirects.

•

Check for proper reflection of capacity profiles of reservations.

•

Distinguish status and class of reservations such as Study, Accepted, Confirmed, Firm, and
Non-Firm status to determine their proper impact level.
4.2.9.2 Positive Impacts

The scope of “Impacts of existing commitments” in the formula for AFC incorporates both the
calculated positive impacts and counter impacts of non-firm and firm service commitments. A
positive impact is determined as having the effect of increasing the loading on a Flowgate in the
direction of the Flowgate. Positive impact types are sorted into those resulting from firm and
non-firm service commitments. To determine firm or non-firm Available Flowgate Capacity, the
appropriate impacts are applied to make up the “Impacts of existing commitments” in the above
formula. Additionally, counter impacts are considered depending on firm or non-firm
determinations.

4.2.9.3 Counter Impacts
Counter impacts are those impacts due to transfers that act to relieve loading on limiting
elements. Counter impact types are sorted into those resulting from firm and non-firm service
commitments. These flows are not traditionally accepted as valid under the pretense that any
reservation that may cause such a loading relief is not actually doing so until it has been
scheduled. To consider counter-flows in transfer capability studies is to assume a high
probability of scheduling.
4.2.10 Monitored Facilities
During the Flowgate determination process those facilities monitored for pre-defined limiting
conditions. Mandatory Monitored Facilities, for use in these calculations, are all facilities
operated at 100 kV and above and all interconnections between Transmission Providers. Other
facilities operated at lower voltage levels may be added to the Monitored Facilities list at the
discretion of the Transmission Providers or Transmission Owners.

In defining Flowgates, the Monitored Facilities are those components of a Flowgate that remain
in service following the defined contingency.
4.2.11 Critical Contingencies
Those facilities that, when outaged, are deemed to have an adverse impact on the reliability of
the transmission network. These facilities may be transmission facilities, including multiterminal lines, or generating units. All interconnections of an area will be considered Critical
Contingencies, regardless of voltage level as will the largest generating unit in the area.

4.3 RELIABILITY MARGINS
Transmission margins are very important to the reliability of the interconnected network in an
Open Access environment. The NERC "Available Transfer Capability Definitions and
Determination Reference Document" defines Transmission Reliability and Capacity Benefit
margins (TRM, CBM).

When using Flowgates as a means to represent a system’s constraints, it is necessary to
translate reliability margins, TRM and CBM, to a unique TRM and CBM for each Flowgate.
Margins are the required capacities that must be preserved for the purpose of moving power
between areas during specific emergency conditions. Since a margin is a preservation of

transfer capacity, the margin itself will have an impact on the most limiting element between the
two areas for which it is reserved.

All studies for the purpose of assessing TRM and CBM will only include generation units located
within the transmission system for which the Transmission Provider is responsible. These
generation units may also include those not specifically designated to serve network load
connected to transmission systems within the Transmission Provider system. However, the
method by which a Transmission Provider is to determine TRM and CBM shall not vary from
that described herein with the exception of assessing facilities located outside of SPP regional
structure/bounds.
4.3.1 Transmission Reliability Margin (TRM)
TRM on a Flowgate basis is that amount of reserved Flowgate capacity necessary to ensure
that the interconnected transmission network is secure under a reasonable range of
uncertainties in system conditions. The following factors shall be considered by SPP in the
determination of TRM.
•

Load Forecast

Transmission Providers will forecast hourly load for the next seven days for all applicable
control areas.

Beyond seven days, Transmission Providers will project a demand based on seasonal
peak load models for all applicable Transmission Owners. These load levels will be the
projected peaks for the time frame for which the forecast applies.

•

Variations in Generation Dispatch

Variations to generation patterns constitute a viable concern. Generation dispatch in
near-term models will be based on real-time snapshots of network system conditions.
For the longer-term horizons, whenever possible, generation dispatch information
provided by generation owners will be applied to the ATC calculations. However, it is
recognized that longer-term dispatch is probably unknown to the generation controlling
entities themselves except for base-load and must run type units.

•

Unaccounted Parallel Flows

Parallel flows can be an issue if pertinent data to the ATC calculations are not shared
among the transmission providers and those transactions that have multiple wheeling
parties are not identified. Provisions in the SPP OATT have reduced the impacts of
these transactions within SPP and between SPP and other regions.
Transmission Owners of facilities that are impacted by unaccounted parallel flows or
variations in dispatch may request additional TRM for their impacted Flowgates from the
TWG. Such requests must be in writing, must document the parallel flow impacts or the
variance in historical dispatch, and be accompanied by analysis or documentation
supporting the additional TRM requirements. The TWG shall have the authority to grant
or reject requests for the additional TRM requests.
•

SPP Operating Reserve Sharing

The SPP Operating Reserve Sharing program was instituted to provide both reliability
and economic benefits to its members. This program reduces the amount of internal
operating reserves each entity is required to maintain while providing an automated way
of allocating resources on a region wide level to ensure quick recovery for the loss of
any unit. Transmission facilities must be able to support the automatic implementation
of the Reserve Sharing program. To that end, TRM on the Flowgates will provide
enough capacity to withstand the impact of the most critical generation loss to that
facility. All generation contingencies will be simulated by the Operating Reserve Sharing
algorithm to determine the highest impact on each Flowgate. This capacity will be
included in TRM.
•

Counter Flow Impacts

Another factor to consider in the SPP TRM process is that for the planning horizon,
which is primarily next day and beyond, the counter flow impacts of reservations on the
Flowgates are removed with the exception of Designated Network Resources. This
provides an inherent margin in the calculation which along with the constant TRM
provided by the reserve sharing allocation, is a proxy for the generation variation.
4.3.2 TRM Coordination
The TRM specified on a Flowgate represents a transmission margin that the transmission
system needs to maintain a secure network under a reasonable range of uncertainties in system

conditions. As such it is not necessarily an import or export quantity specifically. The Automatic
Operating Reserve Sharing portion is determined by centralized Regional study based on the
SPP Operating Reserve Sharing Criteria. Any additional TRM may be requested by the
Flowgate owner/s, subject to review by the SPP TWG.

4.3.3 TRM Availability for Non-firm Service
To maximize transmission use to the extent reliably possible, Transmission Providers may sell
TRM on a non-firm basis. The ‘a’ and ‘b’ multipliers facilitate this purpose in the calculations.
However, a contingency or long-term outage to a high impact unit may result in the curtailment
of non-firm schedules and displacement of non-firm reservations sold within the TRM.
4.3.4 TRM Calculation Frequency
The Operating Reserve Sharing portion of the TRM will be determined annually for each season
(Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter). This process is outlined in the SPP Criteria under Operating
Reserves and the Operating Reserve Share Program Procedures.

Flowgate owner requests

for additional TRM may be submitted at any time for consideration at the next TWG meeting.
The submittal should include justification and rational in writing for the requested additional
TRM. The TWG shall have authority to reject or grant such requests.
4.3.5 Capacity Benefit Margin (CBM)
CBM on a Flowgate basis is the amount of Flowgate capacity reserved by load serving entities
to ensure access to generation from interconnected systems to meet generation reliability
requirements.

SPP will use a probabilistic approach for Regional and sub-regional Generation Reliability
assessments. These assessments will be performed by the SPP on a biennial basis.
Generation Reliability assessments examine the regional ability to maintain a Loss of Load
Expectation (LOLE) standard of 1 day in ten years. The SPP capacity margin Criteria requires
each control area to maintain a minimum of 12% capacity margin for steam-based utilities and
9% for hydro-based utilities. Historical studies indicate that the LOLE of one day in ten years
can be maintained with a 10% - 11% capacity margin. As a normal practice, default values for
CBM will be zero for calculations of ATC for some or all of the following reasons:

• the existing level of internal capacity margin of each member is adequate
• historical reliability indicators of transmission strength of the SPP area
• Open Access transmission usage environment allows greater purchasing options
Flowgate owner requests for additional CBM may be submitted at any time for consideration at
the next TWG meeting. The submittal should include written justification and rational for the
requested additional CBM. The TWG shall have authority to reject or grant such requests.

4.4 FLOWGATE AND TFC DETERMINATION
The Flowgates used by SPP to administer the Regional Tariff serve as a proxy of the
transmission system. It is therefore essential to the reliable operation of the transmission
system for the set of Flowgates to adequately represent the transmission system.
4.4.1 Flowgate Updates
Updating the list of Flowgates is a continual process. Flowgate additions and deletions and
changes in TFC are the result of studies, analyses, and operating experience of SPP and its
member Transmission Owners. At any time during the year, the owner of transmission facilities
may require that a set of facilities be used as a Flowgate to protect equipment or maintain
system reliability, regardless of the ownership of that set of facilities. SPP will update the
Flowgate list as needed. The responsibility for reviewing and monitoring the list will be shared
between the individual Transmission Owners, the TWG, the Operatiing Reliability Working
Group (ORWG) and the SPP staff. Updating the Flowgate list may or may not require running a
study. If the Transmission Owner is to perform a study, they are responsible for gathering
accurate information from neighboring Transmission Owners. The following requirements apply
when adding a Flowgate to the list:
• Transmission Owners may add OTDF Flowgates, provided that the contingency is
valid, the TFC represents the total amount of power that can flow during the
contingency without violating the emergency rating of the monitored facility, and no
operating procedures apply to that Flowgate.
• Transmission Owners may add PTDF Flowgates, provided that it is a single facility
Flowgate, the TFC is equal to the normal rating of the single facility, and no operating
procedures apply to that Flowgate.

• All other Flowgates proposed by Transmission Owners must have TWG and ORWG
approval. The Reliability Authority can provide interim approval until the TWG and
ORWG can convene to assess the request. Examples of such Flowgates are PTDF
Flowgates with two or more elements, OTDF Flowgates with three or more elements,
or Flowgates involving operating procedures.

There may be times when significant topological changes occur during operations that create
unexpected loadings on facilities not explicitly modeled as Flowgates. During these conditions,
the Reliability Coordinator will work with the Transmission Owner(s) to develop a commercial
Flowgate representative of the conditions present. Any such additions will be analyzed at the
next Flowgate evaluation to determine if they should remain in the permanent list of Flowgates.
4.4.2 Annual Review
In addition to the continual studies and analyses, the Flowgate list will also be reviewed annually
by the TWG using seasonal power flow models. This annual assessment will be performed
following the January SPP Model Development Work Group (MDWG) release of each year’s
load flow cases. This review is intended to serve as a tool by which the TWG, the Transmission
Owners, and the SPP may assess the adequacy of the existing list of Flowgates and thereby
recommend necessary additions, deletions, and TFC changes. In order to accomplish this
assessment, the process herein described will be used to identify the most limiting elements for
a variety of transfer directions. Although transfer values will be involved in this process, this
process is not intended to produce any viable ATC values for use commercially or otherwise.
Rather, ATC values are determined as described in the "ATC Calculation Procedures" section.
4.4.2.1 Power Flow Models
The power flow models to be used in the process will be based on the models developed
annually by the SPP MDWG. Application of the models will use the following season definitions.
The Summer Model will apply to June through September, the Fall Model will apply to October
and November, the Winter Model will apply to December through March and the Spring Model
will apply to April and May. Each of these seasonal models developed will represent peak
models. In addition, for the summer season only, a Summer Shoulder Case representing
approximately an 85% load level will be used in the determination process.

Prior to the start of the review all SPP Transmission Owners will submit a list of changes to SPP
to adjust the models. These changes should be such that the power flow models used to review
the Flowgate list represent the seasonal loads, transmission system configuration, generation
dispatch, and transactions that each Transmission Owner expects will occur during actual
seasonal operations. The changes will be submitted to SPP in a common format as outlined in
the SPP Load Flow Procedure Manual.

Model changes and parameters for Transmission Owners outside of SPP will be coordinated
through the NERC regional councils.
4.4.2.2 Parameters supplied by the Transmission Owners
In order to simulate a transfer, certain parameters must be known. These include the
participation points of MW increase/decrease and the participation factor of these points. These
items will be supplied to SPP by the Transmission Owners.

Participation points for exports will primarily be points of generation within the sending area.
Generators that are off-line may be turned on to participate in a transfer. A Transmission Owner
can specify generators to be excluded from use as participation points, such as generators that
serve base load. The participation points used for export will be consistent for all transfer
directions.

The participation points for imports will primarily be points of generation reduction within the
receiving area. A Transmission Owner can specify generators to be excluded from use as
participation points, such as generators that serve base load. The generation reduction should
be based on economics, operating constraints or other criteria as specified by the Transmission
Owner. The participation points used for import will be consistent for all transfer directions.

Other parameters that must be supplied by the Transmission Owners include the following:
•

A contingency list including all critical single contingencies (both
transmission and generation) as well as multi-terminal facilities.

•

All contingencies suspect of causing voltage limitations and the transfers
for which they should be studied.

•

Any additional facilities below 100 kV to be monitored.

•

High and low voltage limits for system and/or individual buses.

•

All Contractual Requirements.

4.4.2.3 Default Parameters
The following parameters will be used in the event that a Transmission Owner does not submit
the area specific parameters:
•

For exports, the participation points will include all on-line generating facilities
in the model with unused generating capacity available.

•

The export participation factors will be the amount of unused generating
capacity at each point divided by the sum of the unused generating capacity
at all export participation points. (i.e., PMAX-PGEN).

•

For imports, all on-line generators will be decreased prorated by their capable
generation (i.e., PGEN-PMIN).

•

Transfer directions will be a set of all commercial paths.

•

Exports from merchant power plants will be considered in the determination
of Flowgates.

•

The transfer test levels are specified at the time of the ATC calculations, and
are determined by SPP staff.

•

All facilities 100 kV and above will be included in the contingency list and the
monitored facility list. In addition, the largest unit within the area will be
included in the contingency list.

•

Voltage limits will be as specified in Planning Criteria section of the SPP
Criteria: Regional Transmission Planning.
4.4.2.4 Voltage Limits

Voltage limits are network and system dependent. Each Transmission Owner will submit an
acceptable set of Normal Voltage Limits and Emergency Voltage Limits to be applied for the
purpose of Flowgate and TFC determination.
4.4.2.5 Linear Analysis and AC Verification
SPP will perform DC linear analysis studies estimating the import or export ability of the
identified commercial paths using a combined linear evaluation of the network models with a
follow up AC verification of a minimum of the first three valid operational limitations. Specific AC
analysis will also be performed on any specified contingency/transfer combinations noted as

voltage limiting contingencies. Monitored Facilities, Contingency Facilities and Participation
Points will be implemented as described in the “Parameters Supplied by the Transmission
Owners” section or “Default Parameters” section as applicable.
4.4.2.6 Operating Procedures
Operating Procedures are available and may increase the Total Flowgate Capacity of a
Flowgate when implemented. Implementation of any available Operating Procedures will be
done using a full AC solution to determine the correct limit to be placed on a Flowgate. Any
operationally increased Total Flowgate Capacities established will be so noted.
4.4.2.7 Identification of Flowgate Changes
TWG will review the FCITC results of the power flow models and selected paths and identify
whether any Flowgates should be added, removed, or changed to better represent the SPP
transmission system.

A minimum of the first three valid FCITC limitations to each path will be AC verified. When all
paths have been evaluated, the TWG will review the AC verification results and, where needed,
the linear results for consideration as potential Flowgates.

Typically, new Flowgates should be either OTDF Flowgates with a TFC representing the total
amount of power that can flow during a contingency without violating the emergency rating of
the monitored facility or single facility PTDF Flowgates with a TFC equal to the normal rating of
the single facility. In situations involving operating procedures the TFC may be higher than the
facility ratings.

The TWG will then determine any needed changes to the existing list of Flowgates. The
number of times elements appear as one of the most limiting components for transfers, the rank
in the list of most limiting elements, and the TDF level will be the primary factors considered in
making the determination. Flowgates can also be developed to represent identified Voltage
Limitations and Contractual Requirements.
4.4.2.8 Review and Coordination with Transmission Owners
Each SPP Transmission Owner will have the option of naming a representative to review the
results of the Flowgate review or deferring to the TWG finalization of the results. Summary

sheets of all interfaces or paths calculated will be communicated to the representatives for
review. All data will be made available for review upon request. The results will be approved by
the TWG before being reported.

The Transmission Owner should review the TWG proposed Flowgate changes and consider
their own operating experience and study results. Any modifications to the TWG proposed
changes should be returned to the TWG. Further dialog and justification may be required of a
Transmission Owner if the TWG has concerns about their modifications.

TWG will draft a final Flowgate list, incorporating the comments of the Transmission Owners.
The Transmission Owners should approve any additions, deletions, or changes to the Flowgate
list.
4.4.2.9 Initiating Interim Review Of Flowgate List
Operational condition changes, especially status changes of EHV transmission facilities and
large generators, may warrant a partial or full evaluation of the list of Flowgates. A review may
also be necessary due to multiple schedules being implemented causing parallel flows.

Transmission Owners will have access to copies of the SPP models and all relevant data used
for the annual review. Transmission Owners may at any time request a re-run of the Flowgate
evaluations. The Transmission Owner requesting the re-run shall provide their reasons for
requesting the re-run to the TWG for consideration. Should the TWG deem a re-run necessary,
the SPP staff will perform the additional evaluation.

4.4.3 Dispute Resolution
If there is a dispute concerning a Flowgate, the questioning party must contact SPP and the
Transmission Owner(s) involved to resolve the dispute.

Examples of reasons for disputing a Flowgate may include:
•

The contingency used for the Flowgate is not valid.

•

There is an operating procedure that corrects the violation that is not being
properly taken into account.

•

An operating procedure is being taken into account in an improper manner
yielding an incorrect TFC.

If the parties involved do not reach agreement on the selected Flowgates, the SPP TWG
will review all of the arguments. Additional analyses will be performed if necessary.
SPP TWG will then make a final determination. If a party still wishes to dispute the
Flowgate, the SPP Dispute Resolution policy described in Section 2 of the SPP By-laws
may be initiated.

4.4.4 Coordination with Non-SPP Members
Flowgates involving transfers on interfaces and paths between SPP Transmission Owners and
non-SPP Transmission Owners will be coordinated by the parties involved and the TWG.
4.4.5 Feedback to SPP Members
The SPP staff shall maintain a table of all Flowgates on the SPP OASIS. The table shall include
all Flowgate data, which are applicable, including the Flowgate name, monitored facility,
contingency facility, Flowgate rating, TRM, CBM, a and b multipliers, LODF, the TDF basis for
the Flowgate (OTDF or PTDF), and the TDF cutoff threshold. This table shall be updated with
any new information on or before the first of each month.

4.5 ATC CALCULATION PROCEDURES
The determination of ATC via Flowgates utilizes proxy elements to represent the power
transmission network. This process depends on the selected Flowgates to act as predetermined limiting constraints to power transfer. The process by which ATC will be determined
when using the Flowgate proxy technique incorporates the Definitions and Concepts within this
Criteria.

Determination of ATC via Flowgates adheres to the following approach:
•

establishes a network representation (power flow model)

•

identifies potential limits to transfer (thermal, voltage, stability, contract)

•

determines response factors of identified limits relative to transfer directions (TDF)

•

determines impacts of existing commitments (firm, non-firm)

•

applies margins (TRM, CBM, a & b multipliers)

•

determines maximum transfer capabilities allowed by limits and applied margins ( ATC,
FATC, NFATC)
4.5.1 ATC Calculation and Posting Timeframes

To assist Transmission Providers with Short Term service obligations under FERC Order 888
and 889, SPP will calculate the monthly path ATC for the upcoming 16-months for all potential
commercial paths for Transmission Providers in the SPP Region. This data will be posted for
use in evaluating the SPP OATT requests and provided on a monthly basis to the Transmission
Providers in adequate time to post the information on OASIS nodes by the 1st of each month.

Hourly, Daily and Weekly ATC shall be calculated on a daily basis and posted at the time of run.
SPP will also provide commercial path conversions to any individual providers needing that
information to administer their own tariff. Hourly ATC shall be calculated for 12 to 36 hours
ahead depending on time of day. SPP has a firm scheduling deadline at 12:00 noon of the day
prior to start. At this point all firm schedules are known and the hourly non-firm request window
opens for the next day. At this point SPP will calculate hourly ATC for HE 14 of the current day
through HE 24 of the next day. This process continues dropping the current hour each
resynchronization until 12:00 noon the next day when the cycle starts again. Again SPP will
provide commercial path conversions for any SPP provider that needs them for posting on their
own OASIS nodes.
4.5.2 Power Flow Models

The monthly calculation of Flowgate based ATC will be made using rolling seasonal models that
produce an update for the upcoming sixteen month service window (12 month multi-month
service + 4 months advance notice). For example, the required data update for January of any
year will yield data for January thru December plus the next January, February, March and April
of the following year. The necessary seasonal models will be selected from the approved SPP
MDWG set to represent this time frame. Any known system changes/corrections to these
models will be included. SPP will routinely calculate ATC for the upcoming 16-month service
window. Monthly models will be updated/developed from the latest seasonal models to
represent individual months for the purpose of capturing operational conditions that may be
unique from other monthly models.
4.5.3 Base Loading, Firm and Non-Firm (FBL & NFBL)
Model base flows provide the basis for which to begin determination of Available Flowgate
Capacity. However, there are many transactions within the monthly models that are duplicated
on the OASIS. A record of the network model flows of each Flowgate as found in the solved
network models will be used as a beginning point to account for impacts of base case
transactions and existing commitments. The impacts on Flowgates due to transactions outside
the purpose of representing designated Network Resource exchange will be removed by
applying the TDF factors determined to each transaction identified in the base case. In addition
to adjusting the model flow in this manner, positive and counter impacts of existing OASIS
commitments will be applied according to the type of Base Loading (Firm or Non-Firm) under
consideration. In non-firm Base Loading, 50% of Counter Impacts resulting from firm Confirmed
reservations will act to reduce the overall Base Loading figure. This process will establish the
base loading expected with each control area serving its firm Network Load.
4.5.4 Transfer Distribution Factor Determinations (TDF)
For export and import participation points all on-line generators, unless otherwise denoted (e.g.,
nuclear units), will be scaled prorated by their machine base (MBASE). TDF data will be
calculated for all commercial paths using the most current participation data, ATC models and
Flowgate list on a monthly basis.

4.5.5 Existing Commitments and Netting Practices

Existing commitments resulting from Confirmed, Accepted and Study reservations on the SPP
OATT OASIS nodes will be considered and accounted for in the determination of Available
Flowgate Capacity. Accounting for the impact of existing commitments is a key part of the
process for determining which new transfers will be allowed, unlike the TLR implementation
process which involves determining which existing transfers must be curtailed. Therefore,
unlike TLR implementation which requires a minimum TDF threshold, all positive impacts from
existing commitments must be applied without using a minimum TDF threshold. Impacts from
these commitments will be applied according to the future time frame of which they are
applicable. These time frames are discussed below:
4.5.5.1 Yearly Calculations (whole years, starting 60 days out)
A Yearly transmission service request is defined as a service request with a duration of greater
than or equal to 1 year in length. The evaluation of Available Transfer Capability for this service
type is performed utilizing solved network models with existing OASIS commitments figured in
as net area interchange values. In addition to monitoring Flowgates, standard N-1 contingency
analyses will be performed to study the impact of yearly transmission requests on the
transmission system. The long-term threshold is shown in Appendix 9 and is applied to all
elements above 60kV.
4.5.5.2 Monthly Calculations (months 2 through 16)
The impacts of OASIS reservations that are Confirmed, Accepted and in Study mode will be
applied to each Flowgate according to the TDF values determined. All positive impacts on a
Flowgate due to these types of reservations decrease ATC. 100% of counter flow impacts due
to reservations supplying Designated Network Resources are allowed to increase ATC. For
non-firm service, up to 50% of the counter-flows due to all firm Confirmed reservations will be
allowed on a Flowgate. The combined positive impacts and counter flow impacts will be added
to the base flows to determine Available Flowgate Capacity for the Monthly calculation.
4.5.5.3 Daily and Weekly Calculations (Day 2 through 31)
For Daily and Weekly calculations, composite area interchange values will be determined by
integrating all OASIS Confirmed and Accepted reservations into projection models. Base flows
will be determined by the projection models and counter flow impacts will be backed out by
applying the necessary negative TDF calculations to all Accepted, Confirmed and Study
reservations. For non-firm Available Flowgate Capacity calculations, up to 50% of the counter

flow impacts due to all firm Confirmed reservations will be allowed. For firm Available Flowgate
Capacity, the counter flow impacts of Confirmed reservations for Designated Network
Resources are allowed to unload Flowgates.
4.5.5.4 Hourly Calculations (Day 1)
These calculations are for hourly non-firm service only. All known schedule information from
NERC Electronic-tags will be applied to base flow calculations. These schedules determine
base interchange values. Since these are expected schedules, all counter flow impacts are
allowed in this calculation. OASIS reservation information is not considered for determination of
existing impacts in this calculation.
4.5.6 Partial Path Reservations
Requests made on individual Transmission Provider’s tariffs require two or more reservations to
complete a transaction resulting in a partial path reservation. The SPP OATT offers service out
of, into and across SPP and between SPP members with a single reservation. For transmission
service under the SPP OATT, only reservations with valid sources and sinks are allowed.
However, to avoid double accounting of Flowgate and system impacts due to duplicate
reservations documented on Transmission Provider OATT OASIS nodes from partial path
reservations, necessary means will be incorporated to recognize these related reservations and
determine the correct singular impacts.
4.5.7 ATC Adjustments Between Calculations
ATC will be adjusted following receipt of any valid SPP OASIS node reservation. The requested
capacity will be multiplied by the TDF on all affected Flowgates and the resulting amounts will
be subtracted from each Flowgates’ ATC and posted to the OASIS.
4.5.8 Coordination of Transmission Commitments with Neighboring
Organizations
Coordination of dispatch information, Confirmed firm and non-firm system commitments from
neighboring regions, RTO’s, ISO’s etc. will be conducted as appropriate to each type of ATC
being determined to establish the most accurate system representation of base flows and
generation profiles. External reservations may be retrieved from other OASIS sites or locations
designated by neighboring Transmission Providers.

4.5.9 Margins
Identified TRM and CBM will be applied to each Flowgate as described in the Reliability Margins
section.
4.5.10 ATC Determination
The following equations are used in ATC determination:

4.5.10.1 Firm Base Loading (FBL)*, **:
•

Firm Base Loading = (Flows resultant of DNR) + (Σ Positive Impacts due to Firm OASIS
Commitments, Confirmed, Accepted and Study) – (100% of Σ Counter Impacts due to
Confirmed Firm OASIS Commitments for DNR only)
4.5.10.2 Non-Firm Base Loading (NFBL)*, **:

•

Non-Firm Base Loading = (Flows resultant of DNR) + (Σ Positive Impacts due to Firm
and Non-Firm OASIS Commitments, Confirmed, Accepted and Study) – (up to 50% of Σ
Counter Impacts due to Confirmed Firm OASIS Commitments)
4.5.10.3 Firm Available Flowgate Capacity (FAFC):

•

Firm Available Flowgate Capacity = (Total Flowgate Capacity) – (TRM) – (CBM) – (Firm
Base Loading)
4.5.10.4 Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity (NFAFC, Operating
Horizon):

•

Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity, Operating Horizon = (Total Flowgate Capacity) –
(b*TRM) – (CBM) – (Non-Firm Base Loading)
4.5.10.5

•

Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity (NFAFC, Planning
Horizon):
Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity, Planning Horizon = (Total Flowgate Capacity) –
(a*TRM) – (CBM) – (Non-Firm Base Loading)

4.5.10.6
•

Firm Available Transfer Capability (FATC):

Firm ATC = Most limiting value from associated Flowgates = Min {Firm Available Flowgate
Capacity/TDF of appropriate path}
4.5.10.7

Non-Firm Path Available Transfer Capability (NATC,
Operating Horizon):

•

Non-Firm ATC, Operating Horizon = Most limiting value from associated Flowgates = Min
{Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity, Operating Horizon/TDF of appropriate path}

4.5.10.8

•

Non-Firm Available Transfer Capability (NFATC, Planning
Horizon):
Non-Firm ATC, Planning Horizon = Most limiting value from associated Flowgates = Min
{Non-Firm Available Flowgate Capacity, Planning Horizon/TDF of appropriate path}

* Applicable pre-emption requirements of lower priority service types will be
considered when evaluating requests for transmission service.
** Impacts resulting from queued Study reservations will be applied according to
priority when evaluating requests for transmission service.

SPP will calculate the ATC for each of its Transmission Providers on their direct
interconnections (either physical interconnections or by rights to a line) and any interface or path
requested by a Transmission Provider to fulfill its obligations under FERC Order 889. The ATC
for requested interfaces or paths will be calculated only if requested by the Transmission
Provider obligated to post the interfaces or paths.
4.5.11 Annual Review of ATC Process
The SPP TWG will conduct an annual review of the Regional ATC determination process
including TRM and CBM to assess regional compliance with NERC requirements, regional
reliability needs and functionality toward SPP Transmission Owners and Users. This review will
be held at the same time as the Flowgate Evaluation process. The applicable long-term TRM
as established by the TWG and ORWG is listed in Appendix 9.
SPP will conduct a survey of the Transmission Owners and Users and the results will be
published on the SPP website. Concerns that are identified from the survey will be forwarded to
the appropriate SPP Committee.

4.5.12 Dialog With Transmission Users
Transmission Users may contact the TWG with any concerns regarding this criterion, its
implementation, or the resulting ATC values. The concerns should be in writing and sent to the
chair of the TWG. The chair will then draft a written response to the Transmission User
containing either an answer or a schedule for when such an answer can be provided. If the

Transmission User is not satisfied, the concerns can be sent to the chair of the Engineering and
Markets and Operationsng Policy Committee.
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Regional State Committee Budget
Background
SPP began functioning under new bylaws on May 1, 2004 related to its application
before FERC for recognition as a Regional Transmission Organization. These new
bylaws retain the ability for any regulatory agency having jurisdiction over a Member to
fully participate in all SPP activities, having the same rights as Members except the right
to vote. Additionally, the new bylaws contemplate the establishment of a Regional State
Committee (RSC), comprised of one designated commissioner from each state
regulatory agency having jurisdiction over a Member, to collectively provide both
direction and input on all maters pertinent to the participation of the Members in SPP.
SPP is to fund the costs of the RSC pursuant to a budget developed by the RSC and
submitted to SPP as part of its budgeting process, ultimately to be approved by the
Board of Directors.
Analysis
The SPP RSC was incorporated and held its formation meeting on April 26, 2004 where
members were named, officers elected, bylaws approved and policy statements issued
on SPP initiatives. SPP Staff worked with the Treasurer of the RSC in developing a
draft budget for 2004 expenses that is under consideration by the RSC, which meets
again the morning of June 2. The draft 2004 budget is attached.
Recommendation
To the extent that the attached draft budget is approved by the RSC on June 2, 2004,
the Finance Committee recommends that the SPP Board of Directors approve the
budget as an addition to SPP’s overall 2004 administrative budget.
Approved:

Finance Committee

Action Requested: Approve Recommendation

May 27, 2004

Regional State Committee
Estimated Budget 2004
Expense Category
Travel
RSC Meetings Day Before SPP BOD
$ 5,280
Strategic Planning Committee
3,520
Transmission Working Group
3,520
Markets and Operations Policy Committee
6,160
Regional Tariff Working Group
6,160
Inter-regional Travel
4,000
Other SPP Meetings
3,520
Total Travel
32,160
Administrative
Printing
Banking Charges
Annual Audit
Postage/Freight
Total Administrative
Meetings
RSC Board Meetings (20 attendees)
RSC Working Groups (10 attendees)
RSC Weekly Teleconference (26 events)
Total Meetings
Consultants
Consulting - Legal

5,000
1,200
10,000
1,200
17,400

8,800
13,200
8,190
30,190

100,000
Total Consultants

Travel Cost Guidelines:
Meals - $45/day
Airfare - $500/roundtrip w/in SPP footprint
Rental Car - $70/day
Lodging - $130/night
Parking - $10/day
Mileage - $0.375/mile

100,000

Total Expenses $ 179,750

Meeting Cost Guidelines:
Lunch - $25/person
Continental Breakfast - $10/person
Afternoon Snack - $150 total
Beverages - $12/person
Meeting Room (<20 people) - $250
Meeting Room (>20 people) - $650
Supplies (<20 people) - $350
Supplies (>20 people) - $700
A/V Equipment
Conference Phones
Internet Access
Teleconference: 25 ports, 2 hr meeting,
$0.105/minute/port

SPP Regional State Committee
Estimated FY Budget 2004 (July 1, 04 - June 30, 05)
Expense Category
Travel
RSC Meetings Day Before SPP BOD
$
Strategic Planning Committee
Transmission Working Group
Markets and Operations Policy Committee
Regional Tariff Working Group
Other Inter-regional Travel
Other SPP Meetings
Total Travel
Administrative
Printing
Banking Charges
Annual Audit
Postage/Freight
Insurance, liability (6 board members)
Workers Comp
Bond for Treasurer ($200,000)
Meeting transcript/minutes
Legal
Total Administrative
Meetings
RSC Board Meetings (20 attendees x 4
meetings)
RSC Working Groups (10 attendees x 12
meetings)
RSC Weekly Teleconference (26 events)
Total Meetings

Total Expenses $

21,120
7,040
10,560
10,560
10,560
1,875
10,560
72,275

Estimated FY Budget 2005 (July 1, 05 - June 30, 06)

$

21,120
7,040
10,560
10,560
10,560
1,875
10,560
72,275

5,000
1,200
10,000
1,200
1,200
100
1,500
100,000
120,200

5,000
1,200
10,000
1,200
1,200
100
1,500
100,000
120,200

8,800

8,800

13,200
8,190
30,190

13,200
8,190
30,190

222,665

$

222,665

Travel Cost Guidelines:
Meals - $45/day
Airfare - $500/roundtrip w/in SPP footprint
Rental Car - $70/day
Lodging - $130/night
Parking - $10/day
Mileage - $0.375/mile

Meeting Cost Guidelines:
Lunch - $25/person
Continental Breakfast - $10/person
Afternoon Snack - $150 total
Beverages - $12/person
Meeting Room (<20 people) - $250
Meeting Room (>20 people) - $650
Supplies (<20 people) - $350
Supplies (>20 people) - $700
A/V Equipment
Conference Phones
Internet Access
Teleconference: 25 ports, 2 hr meeting

Southwest Power Pool
Finance Committee Recommendation
To the SPP Board of Directors
June 2, 2004
2003 Financial Statement Audit Report
Background
SPP annually engages a Certified Public Accounting firm to audit its financial
statements and accounting controls. The SPP Board of Directors at its January 27,
2004 meeting accepted the recommendation of the Finance Working Group to engage
Deloitte & Touche to perform an audit of SPP’s 2003 financial results.
Analysis
Deloitte & Touche has completed and published its audit of SPP’s 2003 financial
results. The Finance Committee, at its May 27, 2004 meeting has met with
representatives of Deloitte & Touche and discussed their findings related to several
aspects, including: 1) adequacy of SPP’s accounting policies and procedures, 2) SPP’s
interpretation of accounting rules (both new and historical), 3) adequacy of internal
control procedures and the extent tested, 4) any areas of weakness or concern that
SPP should address going forward.
Recommendation
The Finance Committee recommends the SPP Board of Directors accept in its entirety
the 2003 audit report and findings of Deloitte & Touche.

Approved:

Finance Committee

Action Requested: Approve Recommendation

May 27, 2004

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Report to the Board of Directors
June 2, 2004

Issuance of $25 Million in Senior Notes
Background
SPP has forecast capital expenditures over the coming 18 to 24 months. SPP has
identified a funding source consistent with its capital expenditure funding policy.
Analysis
SPP engaged SPP Capital Partners to represent SPP in the private debt markets to
raise $25 million in debt capital. The following terms have been reached with a lender,
pending approval by the SPP Board of Directors:
•
•
•
•
•

Principal
$25,000,000
Coupon Rate
4.78%
Maturity
September 2011
Payments
1. Interest
Semi Annual
2. Principal
$5,000,000 annually beginning September 2007
Covenants
1. Fixed Charge
1:1
2. Mandatory Prepayment
50% Membership withdrawal
3. Default
Agreements found unenforceable
4% member denies obligation

Recommendation
The Finance Committee recommends the SPP Board of Directors resolve to borrow
$25,000,000 per the terms outlined above and in the Note Purchase Agreement.
Approved:

Finance Committee

Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

May 27, 2004

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Report to the Board of Directors
June 2, 2004

Sarbanes Oxley Certification Requirements of Various Members
Background
Section 404 of the Sarbanes Oxley Act (“SOA”) directs the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”) to require each annual report of a company to contain (1) a
statement of management's responsibility for establishing and maintaining an adequate
internal control structure and procedures for financial reporting; and (2) management's
assessment, as of the end of the company's most recent fiscal year, of the effectiveness
of the company's internal control structure and procedures for financial reporting.
Section 404 also requires the company's auditor to attest to, and report on
management's assessment of the effectiveness of the company's internal controls and
procedures for financial reporting in accordance with standards established by the
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board.
Under the final rules, management's annual internal control report is required to contain:
•
•
•
•

A statement of management's responsibility for establishing and maintaining
adequate internal control over financial reporting for the company;
A statement identifying the framework used by management to evaluate the
effectiveness of this internal control;
Management’s assessment of the effectiveness of this internal control as of the
end of the company's most recent fiscal year; and
A statement that its auditor has issued an attestation report on management's
assessment.

Under the new rules, management must disclose any material weakness and will be
unable to conclude that the company's internal control over financial reporting is
effective if there are one or more material weaknesses in such control. Furthermore, the
framework on which management's evaluation is based will have to be a suitable,
recognized control framework that is established by a body or group that has followed
due-process procedures, including the broad distribution of the framework for public
comment.
The new rules implementing Section 404 of the Act define the term "internal control over
financial reporting" to mean:

1. A process designed by, or under the supervision of, the registrant's principal
executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing similar functions,
and effected by the registrant's board of directors, management and other
personnel, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial
reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and includes those
policies and procedures that pertain to the maintenance of records that in
reasonable detail accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of
the assets of the registrant;
2. Provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to
permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, and receipts and expenditures of the registrant are being
made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the
registrant;
3. Provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of
unauthorized acquisition, use or disposition of the registrant's assets that could
have a material effect on the financial statements.
The Commission also voted to adopt amendments requiring companies to perform
quarterly evaluations of changes that have materially affected or are reasonably likely to
materially affect the company's internal control over financial reporting
Analysis
SPP in and of itself is not subject to the Act. However, SPP serves as a Transmission
Provider under the regional transmission tariff and, therefore, acts on behalf of the
Transmission Owners under the tariff in billing for transmission service purchased and
then distributing the appropriate revenue to the Transmission Owners. SEC registered
Transmission Owners must document specific control procedures related to the actions
of SPP taken on behalf of the Transmission Owners in order to fully comply with the
SOA 404 certification requirements.
Absent definitive guidance by the SEC registered Transmission owning members as to
their exact requirements of SPP to facilitate their individual SOA 404 certifications, SPP
staff has identified several plausible alternatives:
SAS 70 Operational Control Audit
SAS70 audits may be structured to attain varying levels of certainty in control processes
and procedures. A level I audit verifies that control procedures are appropriately
documented and complete. A level II audit takes the level I audit a step further by
testing the compliance with the documented procedures and addressing the adequacy
of the documented procedures. These audits are very resource intensive both in terms
of time, manpower and expenditures. A favorable opinion issued with a SAS70 audit
will most certainly satisfy the requirements related to SOA 404 compliance of our SEC
registered members. An unfavorable opinion issued with a SAS70 audit will adversely
impact management’s ability to attest to appropriate controls and also an individual
auditor’s ability to support management’s attestation.

Billing and Settlements Audit
SPP may engage an independent accounting firm to perform an in-depth audit of its
tariff billing and settlements function. This audit would specifically focus on the
documented billing and settlement procedures as well as audit a sample of transaction
during 2004 to certify the procedures were followed correctly and that the transaction
was handled correctly from billing for service taken to distribution of proceeds to the
owners. An audit in this form would be much less resource intensive as any form of
SAS70 audit. There remains a risk that the auditors of SEC registered members may
not uniformly accept the findings of the audit for SOA 404 certification requirements.
Provide Audit Data to SEC Registrant Members
SPP currently provides all transmission owners and customers with daily detailed billing
files containing charges by oasis reservation request. These files also include type of
service, hourly profile of reserved capacity and schedule flow, charge type and dollar
amount of charge. On a special request basis, SPP has recently provided a
transmission owner with a monthly audit spreadsheet. This spreadsheet contains tabs
that recalculate the charges based on billing determinant data from oasis and pricing
matrices. The columns for these recalculated totals are compared with columns of
actual charge amounts billed by SPP to determine accuracy. Calculations and
comparisons are performed for both charges to customers as well as allocation of
revenues to transmission owners. This process of submitting data requires additional
manpower on behalf of SPP with no additional investment in infrastructure or the
engagement of external parties. The resource requirements under this strategy shift to
the individual SEC registered members in terms of designing and implementing an audit
of the data provided. Ultimately, this strategy runs the greatest risk of not being
acceptable to the individual auditors of the companies.
Recommendation
SPP staff recommend the company move forward with engaging an independent firm or
an internal audit team staffed from member firms to conduct a Billing and Settlements
Audit to assist our SEC registered members in satisfying their SOA 404 certifications
requirements. The costs associated with the Billing and Settlements Audit will be
shared by those members utilizing the audit. Additionally, staff recommends
development of a longer-term plan to include SAS70 preparation work during 2004.
Finally, a SAS70 level II Audit will be planned for 2005 assuming consensus of SPP/s
SEC registered members that this audit is required. The costs associated with this audit
will be shared by those members utilizing the audit report. SPP staff is currently
investigating the costs to implement this recommendation.
Approved:

Finance Committee

Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

May 27, 2004

Southwest Power Pool
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Report to Board of Directors
June 2, 2004
State Regulatory Filings

Background
SPP’s recognition as a Regional Transmission Organization places the
organization under FERC jurisdiction pursuant to provisions of the Federal Power
Act. This action also triggers statutory filing requirements in the states of
Arkansas and Kansas for recognition of SPP as a utility and applications for
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity to manage and coordinate the
use of transmission facilities located within these states.
Analysis
SPP Staff, counsel and representatives from SPP’s state jurisdictional members
have been meeting with state commissioners and commission staff to
understand the extent of these filing requirements, the impact on SPP, and draft
filing language. While SPP is becoming FERC jurisdictional with RTO
recognition, there is nothing in this action that in any way changes the
jurisdictional relationship between SPP members and their respective retail
regulatory commissions. As such, there are very limited provisions of state
statues that apply to SPP and SPP therefore will be submitting applications for
limited certificates. Work on the filing documents continues with all effected
parties.
Recommendation
Pursuant to Section 4.1.n of SPP’s Bylaws, Staff recommends that the Board of
Directors authorize the filing of applications for limited Certificates of Public
Convenience and Necessity in the states of Arkansas and Kansas.
Action Requested: Approve Recommendation

